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THE MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF
THE REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
May 21, 1972
The Regents of the University met at 2:00 p.m. on Sunday, May
21, 1972, "in the Council Room of the New Mexico Union.
Present: Mr. calvin P. Horn, President
Mr. Austin E. Roberts, Vice President
Mrs. Frank A. Mapel, Secretary-Treasurer
Mr. Arturo G. Ortega
Mr. walter F. Wolf, Jr.
Also present: President Ferrel Heady
Dr. Chester C. Travelstead, Vice President for
Academic Affairs
Dr. Sherman E. Smith, Vice President for Administra-
tion and Development
Mr. John Perovich, Vice President for Business and
Finance
Dr. Harold W. Lavender, Vice President for Student
Affairs
Mr. John N. Durrie, University Secretary
Mr. Jess E. Price~ Director of Publ~c Information
Also present for portions of the meeting: The following members of
the Faculty policy Committee -- Professors Karl
Christman (chairman), Beth Hicks, Victor Regener,
David Darling, Ralph Lewis, Marcia Tillotson, Howard
Schreyer, Robert Anderson, Kenneth Stahl; also
Professors Marion Cottrell, Gary Hufbauer, Terrence
Scallen, Donald Priola, and Walter Winslow; also Mr.
Fred Mondragon, Administrator of BCMC, and Mr. Albert
Chavez, student.
* * * * *- *
A tentative list of candidates for degrees
for Semester II, 1971-72, to be awarded subject
to satisfactory completion of academic require-
ments (this condition not being necessary in the
case of doctoral candidates) was presented to the
Regents, it being noted that the respective college and school
faculties and the University Faculty had earlier given their condi-
tional approval:
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May 17, 1972
The University of New Mexico
Office of Admissions and Records
PROSPECTIVE CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
May 20, 1972
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
Bachelor of Arts
•
Marian Stringer Adair
Kenneth Lloyd Adkisson
Nancy Jo Akins
Mary Ann Allison
,Betty Amos
Daniel Ray Armijo
;M. Christina Armijo
lSusan Gail Arnberger
IGeorgia Lenor Ayala
IAnthony Peter Baca
!Thomas Arthur Baker
ICharles B~ldonadoRuth Ann Banes
:Catherine E. Murray Barabe
Caroline Susan Barich
Ann Boyden Becker
Marlene Benally
Alina Puig Bichler
Frederic James Blake
Roland Blair Blankley
-,
.
Barbara Lucinda Boyd
Bonnie Jean Braeutigam
David charles Brands
!Jeffrey Warren Bray
l'stePhen Paul BredenAlice Rita BreezeCarol Lisa Bridges
Karen Dale Briscoe
Beatrice J. Brlyvich
Judith Lorraine Brown
Linda Cheryl Bucy
Susan Buergi
IMarjorie Teresa Busch
!Richard Alan Byrd
Patrick Gaston Calhoun
Sarah Jean Canby
,Cameron Lee Carreras
',Michael Frederick Carroll
,Thomas Lane Carter
,Anthony Raymond Castillo
LMarCia' Lou~8e All~son
Major
Sociology
Anthropology
Anthropology
Chemistry
Anthropology
English
History
Spanish
Spanish
Sociology
Anthropology
History
Sociology
English
Psychology
Biology
English
Psychology
Economics
Chemistry
English
Psychology
Journalism
English
Spanish & political Sci
Art
Psychology
English
Sociology
Psychology & English
Sociology
Anthropology & Art
Geology
History
Anthropology
English
History & Psychology
History
Anthropology
Spanish
Psychology
Minor
Political Science
Biology
Psychology
Biology
History
Anthropology
English
Linguistics
Linguistics
Anthropology
Geology
Mathematics
Psychology
Biology
Sociology
Psychology
Linguistics
Sociology
Sociology
Mathematics
Anthropology
Sociology
Political Science
Comparative Literature
None
Anthropology
History
Psychology
English
None
English
None
French
English
Philosophy
History
None
Political Science
History
English
Sociology
Prospective Candidates for Degrees, 1972 Spring
Bachelor of Arts
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Douglas Norman Cauch
Frances Lorraine Chavez
Richard Thomas Cheney
Conroy George Chino
Cassandra Jane Church
David Russell Church
Joseph Francis Cluskey
Carol Anne Cohea
Sophie John Collaros
Tim Baxter Conklin
Thomas Gillette Cornish, Jr.
John Fabain Covey
Rachel Alice Creecy
Michael Ernest Curry
Laura Kay Daby
Carolyn Joy Dailey
Joan Bischoff Danforth
Pamela Jane Davidson
Elizabeth H. Delaney
Kenneth Richard Divoky
Roberta Jean Dreicer
Hilda Kay Barbee Driver
Timothy Gregg Duddie
William Delmar Easley, Jr.
Carol Louise Elms
Lawrence William Eno
~onica Jeanne Espinosa
Mary Daisy Evans
Marianne Grevey Fischer
Mary Ellen Fitzgibbon
David Peter Frank
Margaret Lois Friedman
James Edward Garcia
Michael Daniel Garcia
Allen Larry Gatti
John Henry Gauthier
Susan Haddon Geddes
Melvyn M. Gelb
,\Steffanie Sue Gibbons
Fred Gilbert Giron
!Janelle Nina Glasscock
!Milton Guillermo Godinez
'i de Lopez
jPamela Kathleen Goeddel
,Karin Joanne Goldstein
Patricia Ann Gombach
Elmira Andrea Gonzales
Harold Gonzales
IMaria Rosella Gonzales
jBarbara Elaine Gossett
,Anne Morrow Ghigleri
Major
Anthropology
Spanish
Chemistry
English
Journalism
Chemistry
Geography
Journalism
Anthropology
History
History
Anthropology
English-Philosophy
Geology
English
Psychology
Spanish
Latin American Studies
Economics
Anthropology
English
Psychology
Chemistry
Political Science
Sociology & Psychology
Psychology
French & Spanish
Psychology
English
Political Science
Psychology
Psychology
Psychology
History
Economics
History
Psychology
History
Journalism
English
Journalism & English
Spanish
Biology
Spanish
English
Latin American Studies
Latin American Studies
Sociology
English
French
Minor
Philosophy
Linguistics
Sociology
Anthropology
American Studies
Biology
History
Psychology
,History
Biology
Spanish
History
Mathematics
Naval Science
History
Phil & Anth & Soc
Sociology
None
Mathematics
History
Comparative Literature
Biology
Geology
Sociology
None
Anthropology
None
English & Sociology
History
History
Sociology
Sociology
History
English
B&AS
Chemistry
English
Sociology
English
History
None
Chemistry
French
English
Journalism
None
None
Psychology
American Studies
German
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Prospective Candidates for Degrees, 1972 Spring page 3
d
Bachelor of Arts
Regina Ann Guest
Donna Aileen Hammonds
Christina Cripps Hansche
Margaret Young Hansche
Charles A. Hart
Gilbert Green Hendrix III
Elaine Dolores Herrera
Gary Wayne Hickman
Jeffrey Lawrence Hickman
William Alfred Hodges
Mary Elizabeth Dow Holguin
paula Kay Holland
sharon Martha Sibbitt Rones
Thomas David Hook III
Susan Ida Hostettler
James Albert Hudgins
Patrick Carl Jackan
Claudia Sue Jackson
Linda Carol Jackson
Frank Paul Jiron
Ulf Ingemar Johansson
Jeane Ruth Jonson-Johnson
Jane Marie Jones
Lisa Anne Jones
Harvey Mesa Juarez, Jr.
Frances Jean Jue
Colleen Kelley
Linda Diane Kinsey
Jean Kathleen Kurtis
Sarah M. Laidlaw
Thomas Gilman Lang
Emily Katheri ne Laquer
Donald Joseph Larrichio
Kenneth Charles Leach
Diana Joy Leute
Arthur Frank Lopez
Theodore Justice Low
'Robert Leroy Lucero
Manuel Lugo
Alice Marie Luna
J2De Louise Lusk
iColista Reynolds Lyon
Shirley Ann Mangini
Robert Andrew Mannie
Gloria G. Marquez
James Edward Martin
Francisco Hernando Martinez
'Grace Marie Martinez
Joseph Anthony Martinez
,Vicente Montaner Martinez
Michael Jerome Kirkpatrick
Nancy Carol Kirkwood
Major
Psychology
Political Science
Anthropology
Art
Political Science & Ger
Economics
Spanish
Biology
Psychology
Economics
Psychology
Speech
Chemistry
Anthropology
Anthropology
History & Anthropology
Anthropology
Biology
Biology
Political Science
Economics
English
Spanish
Anthropology
French
French
Psychology & Spanish
Sociology
Speech
Journalism
Chemistry
German & French
History
History
Latin American Studies
Spanish
History
Geology
Psychology
Chemistry
Anthropology
English
Spanish
English-Philosophy
French
History
History
History
Psychology
Sociology
Philosophy
Latin American Studies
Minor
History
Psychology
English
Anthropology
None
English
Linguistics
Spanish
Sociology
Mathematics
Sociology
English
Biology
Art
Comparative' Literature
None
Biology
German
English
German
B&AS
Philosophy
Psychology
Sociology
English
Economics
None
Anthropology
Journalism
History
Mathematics
None
Pulitical Science
German
None
Latin American Studies
Geography
HistDry
Sociology
Biology
History
Psychology
Psychology
None
Spanish
Political Science
Political Science
Spanish
Special Education
Spanish
English
None
e ..
Prospective Candidates for Degrees, 1972 Spring
Bachelor of Arts
Major
Marcy Marie Matasick Psychology
Felix Anthony Mauro Economics
Carleen Olson Maxon Speech
Michael J. McCormick Journalism
Daniel McGeown Psychology
Robert James McIlvenna Political 'Science
Marilyn Ruth Bauer McKenna Spanish
Richard Eugene McKenna History & English
Judith Ann Mead /{of!fle/1u s English GerfYJdJll
David Wayne Melton Psychology
Cecil Francis Michael ,·Jr. Chemistry
Larry Duncan Miller Spanish & Portuguese
Linda Lee Hess Miller Geology
Patricia Alma Miller Psychology
Deborah Kim Minnotte Sociology
Fouad Mohammed Momena Anthropology
Phyllis Jean Monro 4/infA ,)1J)/1*'JJl11frti!°urnalism PSl/£h~/~1#
Anne Therese Morgan l' ~pglish I I
David Peter Morrison Arithropology
Thomas Patten Mount History
Barbara Jeanne Myers French
Sarah Gaughan Nagel English-Philosophy
Benedicto Robert Naranjo Political Science
Shelley Lee Navoda History
Darice Lee Nebergall Spanish
Bertha Sgambelluri Nelson Psychology
Helen Patrice Nelson Political Science
James Joseph Nieri Art
Sandra Charlotte Norman Sociology
Kevin O'Connor History
Edward O'Lone, Jr. Latin American Studies
Sigrid Elizabeth Olson History
Lawrence David Orm History
Barbara Irene Ortiz English
Anthony Robert Padilla Latin American Studies
Ann Laughlin Paterson Anthropology
Paul Maurice Peloquin Psychology
Patricia Joan Plunkett Biology
Diane L. Pomeroy Anthropology
Teresa Lynne Poppe English-Philosophy
Samuel Torres Porragas Spanish
Karen Elaine Powers Sociology
Constance Anne Rabe Sociology
Olga RadojkoVic Economics
Lucinda Hewit Ray Latin American Studies
Sara Louise Receconi German
Carol Agnes Renfro History
Jane Lynn Repko Economics
John Ralston Rickert English
Betty L. Rivera Spanish
Mary EWing Rixford English
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Minor
Anthropology
History
Psychology
History
Sociology
History
Biology
None
Spanish S. !/lI!herYIah'zs
Political c~ence
Biology
None
English
English
Psychology
History /
Engli;.;;;s..;;.;h~_--:- 5.f!£I/1 j 5h
Political Science & JvU?l
History
Psychology
English
None
History
Psychology
Anthropology
Special Education
Sociology
Anthropology
English
Political Science
None
American Studies
Anthropology
Dramatic Art
None
English
Sociology
Chemistry
English
None
Portuguese
Psychology
psychology
B&AS
None
psychology
Anthropology
Mathematics
Philosophy
Portuguese
Spanish
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Bachelor of Arts
Gregory Forrest Roach
Major
Chemistry
Minor
Biology
Larry Wade Rogers
Elizardo Robert Romero
Joe Trinidad Romero, Jr.
aaymond Hubert Rondeau
Margaret Eleanor Rose
Dennis Louis Roy~l
Kathryn Ellen Royer
Shirley Runyan
Elizabeth Dodd Russell
Rodger Seaton Russell
Robert Luis Salazar
Anthony H. Sanchez
Daniel T. Sanchez
Michael Sarraino
Patricia Joan Scanlan
Lynn Merritt Schreiber
Joe V. Sedillo\~illiam Leonard Silva
,Christine ElleR Sinnott
!Robert Greathead Sloan
I Gail Lian Smith
'Roberta Ruth Smith
iKerry Ann Spitzenberger
I Irma Larrayne Stephens
!Paul D. Stephenson A 1J~1. lor
iJeffery Stan Taylor rno 1
iFawn Veda Thompson
English Biology
Latin American Studies None
Psychology History
History & Political Sci None
Latin American Studies None
Sociology Anthropology
English French
Sociology Spanish
English Anthropology
Political Science History
Political Science History
Economics Sociology
Political Science Sociology
Sociology Naval Science
Anthropology Sociology
English Political Science
Sociology American Studies
Geology Chemistry
Political Science History
Economics-Philosophy None
English Journalism
English American Studies
History Biology
Spanish Portuguese
Psychology & HistorYfnt,hci None Art
Political Science I J History
Anthropology Geography
Latin American Studies
Psychology
,
; Sylvia Lorraine Torres
,Richard Lee Trainor
I·
; Larry Michael Turner
I Roger Woods Turner
I "
j
. Arnold Velez, Jr.
Vincent C. Vespe
Peter David Vigil '
I Pamela Jean Vincent
Carolyn Walker
, Donna Sue Walton
Adrienne Larkin Warder
Lera Lynn Wasson
Renee Alarid Wheeler
1 Carleton Sims White
~ Virginia Anne White
: Richard rienry Willisi Michael Robert Wolfe
j David Austin Wood
! Leon I, Yacher
j" Maria Minnie Zamora
LMargaret Garcia Sexson
Chemistry
Anthropology
Spanish
Chemistry
English .
Art
English
Psychology
Psychology
English
English
Chemistry
English
Anthropology
political Science &
Psychology
Geography
Sociology
Spanish & Portuguese
Nose
Sociology
Biology
Sociology
Linguistics
Biology
Journalism
History
Comparative Literature
Sociology
Sociology
History
Psychology
American Studies
Art
Geology
Economics None
Sociology
Spanish
Psychology
None
Prospective Candidates for Degrees, 1972 Spring
Bachelor of Science
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•
Lawrence O. Arrighetti
Theodore Christopher Baca
James Kelley Baker
Frederick Charles Balduini
R. Robert Balthaser
James Aldridge Beall II
H. Alfred Bergman
Stephen Frank Blair
Richard Eugene Blubaugh
Mark M. Bluestein
Gregory Louis Borah
Jean Georges Boulle
Rita Merle Braziel
Henry Gassaway Brown IV
Martha Lyn Jackson Burns
Nancy Anne Bussey
*Myron Eugene Calkins, Jr.
Jane .Adleen Carpenter
Linda Marie Chelf
Tamara Smith Coombs
Louis Couto II
Raymond Allen Craig
Arthur Bryan Crawford
Karen E.B. Darnall
Scott Davis
Roger Alan DeAngelis
Manuel George Diaz
Salvatore DiMaria
Pamela Rae Duckett
Edward Paul Dunphy
Paul Clark Eichenberg
Wesley Gordon Estill
Lynn Frances Fifield
Clarence David Finley
Roger Dean Fisher
James Carol Fogleman
Stephen Craig Foree
Michael C.W. Garcia
Janet Sue Gilbert
Frank Edward Gonzales
Gerald Leslie Green
Victoria Ann Hall
Arne Anthon Henden
Linda Irene Henden
Thomas Frederick Hensch
Susan Young Hermanson
Richard Carl Heyman
Robert DeWitt Hindi
James Fredrick Hopper
Vir gene Linda Ideker
Andrew C. Jaramillo
David Philip Dailey
Major
Biology
Biology
Biology
Biology
Mathematics
Mathematics
Biology & Chemistry (BA)
Biology & Chemistry (BA)
Biology
psychology
Biology
Mathematics & Physics
Biology & Chemistry (BA)
Biology
Mathematics
Biology
Mathematics
Psychology
Biology
Biology
Mathematics
Biology
Physics & Mathematics
Chemistry
Biology
Mathematics
Biology
Biology
Biology
Mathematics
Psychology
Geology
Biology
Biology & Chemistry (BA)
Geology
Biology
Biology
Biology
Psychology
Mathematics
Chemistry
Biology
Astrophysics
Biology
Biology
Biology
Biology
Biology
Biology
Biology & Chemistry (BA)
Biology
Mathematics & Psychology
Minor
Chemistry
History
Anthropology
Spanish
Electrical Engineering
Mechan~cal Engineering
None
None
Chemistry
Biology
. History
None
None
Geology
Economics
Chemistry
Philosophy
Biology
Chemistry
History
Anthropology
Chemistry
None
Music
Chemistry
Psychology
Chemistry
Geography
Chemistry
Computer Science
Biology
Distributed
Psychology
None
Distributed
Chemistry
Chemistry
Chemistry
Biology
Anthropology
Mathematics
Chemistry
Mathematics
Chemistry
English
Chemistry
Chemistry
Chemistry
Chemistry
None
Chemistry
Linguistics
)
,
"
"
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Bachelor of Science
Zane Adam Jarrett
Harold Anding Johnson
Neal Keith Johnson
Robert James Kelly
Patrick G. Kennedy
David Edwin Keyes
Elizabeth Ann Killian
Diana Clare King
William Lewis Kraemer
Jacqueline Anne Krohn
Kevin Zenon Krol
Cliff Alan Lemen
Roderick Fenner Luhn
Ann McClelland
Michael E. McIlwain
iolf ~lexaQQer WQlk~s
Gloria Chavez Millard
James Patrick Miller
Linda Sue Miner
Frank T. Morell
Ralph Hopper Morgan, Jr.
Robert Paul Morrow
Stephen Charles Mueller
~tbur AQtQQuy ~eln;Qr
Stephen James Neumon
Steven Henry Overbury
Dale Irene Patrick
Delores Kaiser Petty
Charles Vincent Porter
Olga Elenore Quintana
David John Redmond
David Mark Reger
Betty Husband Roach
Deborah Earle Robinson
. Dennis John Robison
Walter Willard Ruoff, Jr.
Robert Alanson Sawyer
Merl Blaine Schafer
Mary Kathleen Schelberg
William H. Schrandt
: Francis Clay See III
David Alan Simms
Krynn Singdahlsen
, Richard William Skeean
Thomas Joseph Stark
#Judith June Stoever
,.--t"-':;".;:
Dawn Christine Tinsley
Elizabeth Jean Trujillo
Marip Joseph Henry Vasquez
Major Minor
Psychology Biology
Biology Chemistry
Psychology Biology
Biology Chemistry
Biology Art
Geology Distributed
Biology Chemistry
Biology & Chemistry(BA) None
Psychology Chemistry
Chemistry Mathematics
Biology & Chemistry (BA) None
Biology & Chemistry (BA) None
Biology Chemistry
Biology Chemistry
Biology & Chemistry (BA) None
Wataematies & Cer~aR Nese
Biology Chemistry
Mathematics Astrophysics
Biology Psychology
Biology Chemistry
Mathematics Biology
Biology Chemistry
Psychology Biology
Mataematies PGysiss
Biology Chemistry
Chemistry & Mathematics None
Biology Chemistry
Biology Chemistry
Biology Chemistry & Anthropology
Biology Psychology
Mathematics & Physics None
Biology Anthropology
Mathematics Chemistry
Biology Chemistry
Biology Chemistry
Biology Chemistry
Biology Chemistry
Biology Chemistry
Biology Chemistry
Mathematics & Geology (BA) None
Biology Psychology
Biology & Chemistry (BA) None
Biology Chemistry
Chemistry Mathematics
Chemistry Mathematics
Mathematics English
Mathematics English
Mathematics Spanish
Biology & Anthropology(BA)None
I Stephanie Layne Moore
, Judy M; Stubbs
Arsgld C. TaylQr
Geology
Biology
EQe;lisb
Distributed
Chemistry
Art
Prospective Candidates for Degrees, 1972 Spring
Bachelor of Science
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John Richard Velasquez
Beverly Johnson Weaver
Stephen William White
Carl Adolph Wilhelm
Katharine Coy Wirth
Barbara Elisabeth Woodruff
Donna Jean Wrenn
Major
Biology
Biology
Mathematics
Mathematics
Psychology
Biology
Mathematics
Minor
Chemistry
Chemistry
Compucer Science
Geography
Biology
Chemistry
Anthropology
Bachelor of Science in Medical Technology
Dorothy Lucero Vigil
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
Bachelor of Science in Chemical Engineering
Bryan Charles Bartlett
William Henry Buckalew, Jr.
Lee DeMartino
Richard Edward Fromm
Gordon Andrew Gohlke
James Vance Hemphill
Babu Gopalkrishnan Iyer
Theodore Robert Roman, Jr.
Frederick Jerry Williams
Steven Lamond Winton
Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering
Neil Duane Borger
Robert S. Foglesong
Robert Harry Hogrefe
Fred Terril Meeks
Ray Murphree Nunn
Patrick Kevin O'Neill
M. Anwar Siala
James Charles Thomte
Francis Mack Waller
Raymond Keith Wogan
Kim Bradley Zahm
$$Floyd Jefferson Morgan
Daryoush Mousavizadeh
Michael Charles Nolan
Thomas Richard Perea
&William Roger Pesch
&William Andrew Rhoades
Robert Fred Rieden
.
Franklin Saavedra
Llewellyn Turner Savage
Stephen William Smalley
George William Turner
Ronald Gene Velarde
Lawrence Charles Wacek
John William Wainionpaa
Robert Kent White
Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering
David Lawrence.Ault
Daniel J. Barela
Leslie William Barnes
Richard Martin Brown
&Leslie Eugene Brubaker
&David Gilman Conner
Max Richard Crall
Peter Frank Dunn
Dewain Vernon Eckman
Garland Bowers Eiland, Jr.
Saiid Hashemian
Charles Raymond Hickam
Robert Davis Holmes
Larry Keith Isaacs
James Frank Kobs
Gordon James Kuhlmann
Royce Dale Lillard
Patrick Anthony McCarville
$$magna cum laude in Electrical Engineering
&cum laude in Electrical Engineering
Prospective Candidates for Degrees, 1972 Spring-
Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering
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Shaukat Waris Ali
Frank A. Baca
Joe Dale Ball
William Ralph Barry
Milton Maurice Brewer
Roy Franklin Burcham, Jr.
Paul Douglas Carlton
Bruno Eugene Carrara
Lloyd Wayne Conner
Robert J. DeBoom
Roy Edwin Evans
Martin Alvin Hibbs
Edmond James Jeung
Maurice Wayne McCloskey, Jr.
Joseph David Marquez
Lawrence Paul Myers
Robert Allen Reese
Karl Koch Shook
Robert William Sinnock
Alan Clark Stanton
John Lester Sutter
Steven Brinker Taylor
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
Bachelor of Arts in Education
Major Minor Curric
Rebecca Dianne Abbott History Art Sec Ed
Janet Louise Allen Speech Special Education Sec Ed
Loretta Catherine Anderson Spanish Portuguese Sec Ed
Nancy Jane Martin Avila English History Sec Ed
Bonnie Ann Bickley Corom Arts Comp & Engl Speech Sec Ed
Alice Margaret Brennan Special Education English Sec Ed
Diane Demoret Carney French Music Education Sec Ed
Clayton Fisher Childs Psychology English Sec Ed
Evelyn Marie Costello Comm Arts Comp & Engl None Sec Ed
~e Betty Smith Crenshaw English History Sec EdNena C. Crouch Social Studies Comp None Sec Ed
Carla Janice Damler Social Studies Comp None Sec Ed
Kathleen Ann Daniels Comm Arts Comp physical Education Sec Ed
Robert Clark Evans English Psychology Sec Ed
Lauralee Faulhaber Speech Special Education Sec Ed
Katherine Feduska Art Education Anthropology Art Ed
Carolyn Mary Geist English & Psychology None Sec Ed
Jo Anne Hall History Political Science Sec Ed
Raymond Hamilton English Sociology Sec Ed
Patricia Marie Herron English Drama Sec Ed
James Lawrence Hill History Political Science Sec Ed
Anna Christine Lacy Himes Corom Arts Comp Music Sec Ed
Michael Allan Houser Comm Arts Comp English Sec Ed
Roberta Mary Jansson History French Sec Ed
Jeannette Jordan Special Education Health Education Sec Ed
Janice Susan Kelley English Biol & Reading in Sec Sec Ed
Schools
Strail Elvin Keyohara Social Studies Comp Soc & Hist Sec Ed
Michael Robert Kight History Political Science Sec Ed
Deborah Joy Kirk Comm Arts Comp & Speech None Sec Ed
Kathryn Lively Kraemer English Philosophy Sec Ed
Linda Deborah Lefton History English Sec Ed
Janice Eileen Littell Corom Arts Camp None Sec Ed
e e
Prospective Candidates for Degrees, 1972 Spring
Bachelor of Arts in Education
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cathy Sue Llewellyn
Sara Elizabeth Loesch
Charles F. Logan
Mary Natividad Lopez
Charles Frank Mann
Anita Jane Martino
Jeanne Marie McWilliams
Joseph Manuel Mirabal
Rose Marie Gutierrez Myers
Cynthia Ellen Nellos
Karin Karla Nelson
Mary Kathleen Niccoli
Nina Nickerson
Ann O'Connell
Carol Traub Palmer
Jack Louis Pena, Jr.
Stanley Charles Pena
Jacqueline Marie Penneman
Mark A. Perlman
lO§@ P. Pesante
Daniel Gay Piatt
Alice Ann polehinke
Ann Theresa Proscia
Michel Anne Roessler
Anne Weimer Rogers
Eloise Wood Rogers
Orlando Alfonso Romero
Diane Sagan
Martha Torres Sanchez
Annie Jane Scroggin
Craig William Sigurdson
Rhonda Marie Spidell
Joann Lucille Stohner
Beth Storm
Terry Rosandich Switzer
Barbara Ellen Tone
Carl Ray Turnley
Andrea Hernandez Valdespino
Kathleen Silva Valdez
Theresa Valdez
Elizabeth Hayes Vance
Bobbye Jean Vaughan
Tommy Merritt Vaughan
Esquip,ula Vigil, Jr.
Turza Marie Goodyear Wells
Charles C. Whitehead II
James Jay Wickert
William Zamora
Major
History
Art Education
Art Ed
History
Speech
Art Ed
Comm Arts Comp & Engl
Social Studies Comp
English
English
Special Education
'English
Social Studies Comp
History
Conmr Ar t s Comp
English
Speech
Art Education
Art Education
History
Social Studies Comp
English
Comm Arts Comp & Engl
English
History
Art Education
Spanish
Art Education
Special Education
Spanish
HistDry
Art Education
Social Studies Comp
English
Comm Ar t s Comp
Special Ed & Psych
History
Art Education
History
TESOL
Special Education
English
Art Education
Spanish
Art Education
English
English
History
Minor
Special Education
None
None
Mathematics
Business Education
Sociology
None
None
History
Psychology
Erly Childhood Study
History
None
Special Education
None
Spanish
Special Education
None
None
Sociology
Spec Ed
Dramatic Art
None
Biology
English
Business Ed & Span
Psychology
None
Social Science Comp
Music Education
Engl & Phil
None
Political Science
History
None
None
Political Science
English
Spanish
Spanish
English
History
None
Psychology
None
History
Psychology
political Science
Currie
Sec Ed
Art Ed
Art Ed
Sec Ed
Sec Ed
Art Ed
Sec Ed
Sec Ed
Sec Ed
Sec Ed
Sec Ed
Sec Ed
Sec Ed
Sec Ed
Sec Ed
Sec Ed
Spc Ed
Art Ed
Art Ed
Sec Ed
Sec Ed
Sec Ed
Sec Ed
Sec Ed
Sec Ed
Art Ed
Sec Ed
Art Ed
Sec Ed
Sec Ed
Sec Ed
Art Ed
Sec Ed
Sec Ed
Sec Ed
Sec Ed
Sec Ed
Art Ed
Sec Ed
Sec Ed
Sec Ed
Sec Ed
Art Ed
Sec Ed
Art Ed
Sec Ed
Sec Ed
Sec Ed
prospective Candidates for Degrees, 1972 Spring
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Major
Elementar~ Education
Elementary Education
r"
SylviaJo Abeyta
Betty Sue Abston
Yvonne Camille Shirley
Ambrose Elementary Education
Madeline Ruth Ammons Elementary Education
Donna Cheryl Hathorn Ander~n Elementary Education
Elizabeth Gail Anderson Elementary Education
Darlene Joyce Armijo Elementary Education
Janet Marie Baca Elementary Education
Mario Leonard Michael Baca Elementary Education
Patricia Baughman Elementary Education
Baxter Kenneth Bell Elementary Education
Linda Ann Blankenship Elementary Education
Roxana Marie Brackeen Elementary Education
Charles Paul Bradley Business Education
Loretta Suarez Brand Elementary Education
Margaret Elizabeth Burkhard Elementary Education
Patricia Larsen Call Elementary Education
Kathleen Loetz Calvelage Elementary Education
Linda Jones Campbell Elementary Education
Emily Theresa Casados Elementary Education
Rachel Ellen Chamberlin Elementary Education
Charlene Kay Chavez Elementary Education
David Randolph Chenoweth Earth Science Composite
Janis Lee Chisholm Elementary Education
Minor
Special Education
Early Childhood Study
Science Composite
Behavorial Sci Comp
Social Studies Comp
Art Education
Special Education
Psychology
Special Education
Special Education
Art Education
Social Science Comp
Social Science Comp
Economics
Library Science
Early Childhood Study
Special Education
Social Science Camp
English
Spanish
Special Education
Special Education
Psychology
Art Education
Currie
El Ed
El Ed
El Ed
El Ed
E1 Ed
E1 Ed
El Ed
E1 Ed
E1 Ed
E1 Ed
E1 Ed
El Ed
E1 Ed
Sec Ed
El Ed
E1 Ed
El Ed
El Ed
El Ed
El Ed
E1 Ed
E1 Ed
Sec Ed
E1 Ed
·e
David Lee Cockerham
Robert Eugene Cook
Barbara Critchfield Chang
Naomi Lynne Daggett
Janis Ann Devoti
Virginia SCheIer Drogy
Glenna Galassini Dvorak
Sharon Yeokum Eddy
James Andrew Elek
Thomas Charles Esquibel
Ann Feuerstein Faust
Diane Elizabeth Fitzwater
Jean M. Fjelseth
Jaclyn Flatow
Terry Lee Fredenberg
Susan Dykzeul Gannam
Gail Davis Gannon
Mary Bennett Gathman
Kathleen Nevans Gilbert
Julie Ann Gleasner
Robert Santiago Gutierrez
Patricia Naylor Hatchell
Keri Ann Hattox
Elementary Education
Elementary Education
Biology
Business Education
Elementary Education
Elementary Education
Elementary Education
Elementary Education
Earth Science Comp
Elementary Education
Elementary Education
Elementary Education
Elementary Education
Elementary Education
Elementary Education
Elementary Education
Elementary Education
Elementary Education
Life Science Composite
Elementary Education
Elementary Education
Elementary Education
Elementary Education
Art Education
Social Studies Comp
Chemistry
Sociology
Social Science Camp
Speech
Special Education
Music Education
None
Bilingual Education
Social Science Camp
Recreation
English
Special Education
Special Education
English
Art Education
Art Education
None
Science Composite
Spanish
Art Education
Special Education
El Ed
El Ed
Sec Ed
Sec Ed
El Ed
E1 Ed
El Ed
. E1 Ed
Sec Ed
El Ed'
El Ed
E1 Ed
El Ed
El Ed
E1 Ed
El Ed
El Ed
E1 Ed
Sec Ed
El Ed
E1 Ed
El Ed
El Ed
'·52
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Bachelor of Science in Education
Sec Ed
EI Ed
El Ed
El Ed
El Ed
El Ed
Sec Ed
El Ed
EI Ed
EI Ed
Sec Ed
Sec Ed
Currie
El Ed
El Ed
El Ed
El Ed
El Ed
El Ed
El Ed
Sec Ed
El Ed
El Ed
Sec Ed
El Ed
Sec Ed
El Ed
El Ed
El Ed
El Ed
Sec Ed
El Ed
EI Ed
El Ed
El Ed
El Ed
El Ed
El Ed
El Ed
El Ed
Sec Ed
El Ed
El Ed
EI Ed
EI Ed
EI Ed
IEl Ed
El Ed
El iii
Home Economics
Special Education
Music
Soci
Sociology
Special Education
Business Education
Social Science Comp
Anthropology
Special Education
Home Economics
Home Economics
Minor
English
Geography
Special Education
Special Education
History
Anthropology
Art Education
French
Library Science
History
Speech
Health Education
Spanish
Early Childhood Study
Special Education
Bilingual Education
Art Education
Sociology
Music Education
Music Education
Science Composite
Health Education
Early Childhood Study
Music Education
Psychology
History
Bilingual Education
Economics
Home Economics
Special Education
Social Studies Comp
English
Art Education
English
French
Health 'Edueat:i@fl
Christine Perovich Business Education
Margaret Ann Glennon Peterson Elementary Education
Janelle Whitlock Pierce Elementary Education
Sheila Kristine Pirkle Elementary Education
Ann Riley Price Elementary Education
Martha Frances Reaves Elementary Education
Glenn Walter Redmond Mathematics
Susan Reider Elementary Education
Carole Jean Renouard Elementary Education
Cynthia Dianne Reynolds Elementary Education
Pauline Ray Richards Business Education
Beverly Kuhl Rider Business .Education
Major
Cynthia Chapman Healy Elementary Education
Judy Carol Hessel Elementary Education
Betty Sue Summers Higgins Elementary Education
Joseph Leonard Hurtado, Jr. Elementary Education
Marlene Wolf Hutt Elementary Education
Patricia Hinchman Jensen Elementary Education
Kathy Lou Jones Elementary Education
Mary Jackson Juzang Mathematics
Elizabeth Brown Kelly Elementary Education
June Murray Kerby Elementary Education
Constance Craig Kundrat Business Education
Leslie Carol LaFevers Elementary Education
Carol Ann Landavazo Business Education
Carolyn Gongora Lauer Elementary Education,
Barbara Hennigh Lind Elementary Education
Margarito Julian Lovato Elementary Education
Barbee Ann Lund Elementary Education
Nancy Melita Maes Business Education
Jean Elizabeth Manger Elementary Education
Alice Marie Marple Elementary Education
Kathleen Ann Maxted Marshall Elementary Education
Berlinda Martinez Elementary Education
Nancy Turner McDonald Elementary Education
Michele Catherine McManemy Elementary Education
Susan Gail Miller, Elementary Education
Lesta Davidson Moffett Elementary Education
Mary Carlotta Montoya Elementary Education
Dinah Johnson Moore Business Education
Regina Armijo Napoleone Elementary Education
Deborah Kay Naylor Elementary Education
Mary Della Netz Elementary Education
Rebecca Ann Nill Elementary Education
Patricia Durnell Noble Elementary Education
Theresa Frances Nussbaum Elementary Education
Polly Page Elementary Education
lisabetb AAAQ Parkey Elementar, Education
-
"
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Bachelor of Science in Education
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Joyce 4nn Rovedo
Nancy Jo Ruscetti
Anita Marie Salazar
Louella Geraldine Sanchez
Catherine Martha Schoenbrun
Anita Marie Schubert
Robert Rae Secrest
Julian Serda
Sherry1 Sharp
Flora Jimenez Silva
Lorie Lynne Simon
Sharon Yvonne Simpson
Emily Jarnagin Smith
Jane Kinkade Smith
Linda White Smith
Stephen Lee Stein
Nita Mae Tabet
Erlinda Gloria Telles
Janet Ruth Trump
Johnathan G.F. Turrietta
Julia Elizabeth Vertrees
James Gerald Vincent
Nancy Jean Walter
Linda Burnett Weaver
Mary Michele Wehling
Rochelle Weiss
Audrey Ellen Bostrom Wilson
Nancy Isabel Wosser
Marilyn Stratton Zarikta
Constance Zavadil
Nancy Olive Zimmermann
Major
Business Education
Elementary Education
Biology & Comp Lit
Elementary Education
Elementary Education
Elementary Education
Life Science Composite
physical Science Comp
Elementary Education
Business Education
Elementary Education
Elementary Education
Elementary Education
Physical Science Comp
& Chemistry
Business Education
Life Science Composite
Elementary Education
Elementary Education
Elementary Education
Business Education
Elementary Education
Elementary Education
Elementary Education
Elementary Education
Elementary Education
Elementary Education
Elementary Education
Life Science Composite
Life Science Composite
Elementary Education
Elementary Education
Minor
Speech
Science Composite
None
Special Education
Social Science Comp
Early Childhood Study
None
None
Science Composite
Economics
English
Early Childhood Study
Social Science Comp
Mathematics
History
None
Special Education
Bilingual Education
Social Science Comp
Economics
Music
Library Science
Early Childhood Study
Art Education
Art Education
Recreation
Social Science Comp
None
Home Economics
Library Science
Early Childhood Study
Currie
Sec Ed
El Ed
Sec Ed
El Ed
El Ed
E1 Ed
Sec Ed
Sec Ed
E1 Ed
Sec Ed
El Ed
E1 Ed
El Ed
Sec Ed
Sec Ed
Sec Ed
E1 Ed
E1 Ed
El Ed
Sec Ed
El Ed
El Ed
El Ed
El Ed
E1 Ed
El Ed
E1 Ed
Sec Ed
Sec Ed
El Ed
El Ed
Bachelor of Science in Home Economics
Judith Bennett Delgado
Melinda Sharon Fly
Dietetics
Dietetics
Science Composite
None
H Ec
H Ec
Bachelor of Science in Home ECQnomics Education
Jerre Lynn Baker Brown Home Economics
Constance Petersen Brownstein Home Economics
Marilyn Sue Gaskin Home Economics
Edith Smales Green Home Economics
Barbara Morgan Lehmann Home Economics
Loretta Emilia Miera Home Economics
Helen Carol Overton Home Economics & Diet
Lydia Laurene Olivas Home Economics
Pamela Lynn Petranovich Home Economics
Business Education
Science Composite
Chemistry
Art
Science Composite
Health Education
None
None
History
HEcEd
HEcEd
HEcEd
HEcEd
HEcEd
HEcEd
HEcEd
HEcEd
HEcEd
Prospective Candidates for Degrees, 1972 Spring
Bachelor of Science in Home Economics Education
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Patricia Lee Petranovich
Alice Rae Schwab
Dona Genie Strasbaugh
Carol Ann Strong
Lynn Frances Whalen
Major
Home Economics
Home Economics & Diet
Home Economics
Home Economics
Home Economics & Diet
Minor
Business Education
None
Science Composite
Art
None
Currie
HEcEd
HEcEd
HEcEd
HEcEd
HEcEd
Bachelor of Science in Health Education
Stephen Michael Cito
George Michael Glenn
Donea Carl Shane
Health Education
Health Education
Health Education
Biology
Biology
Biology
H Ed
H Ed
H Ed
Bachelor of Science in Physical Education
Edward LeRoy Baca
Gail Yvonne Beasley
Priscilla Becenti
Robert Neal Boring
Perkins Brasher
Samuel Ernest C·de.Baca
-Carlos Arturo Casados
Robert Eugene Chacon
Theodore Trinidad Chavez
Thomas M. Connelly
Charles Cortez
Jerry L. Duffey
William Robert Duffey
Yvonne Claire Estrada
John X. Gonzales
Patricia Gonzales
Gary Ivanhoe Gordon
Patrick Andrew Hackett
Roger F. Hamel
Horace Sherwood Hendricks
James Albert Hruban
Sheri Johnson
Kenneth Frank Kloeppel
Carol Sue Kress
Paul J. LaPrarie
Melquiadez Lucero
Barbara Jean Marten
Kathleen Alice Miller
Robyn Louise Morrow
Robert L. Myer
Stephen Earl Palmer
Alan Ray Petersen
Victor Bernard Ramponi
Katharine Raver
Yvonne Marlene Roussel
Physical Education
Physical Education
Physical Education
Physical Education
Physical Education
Physical Education
Physical Education
Physical Education
Physical Education
Physical Education
Physical Education
Physical Education
Physical Education
Physical Education
Physical Education
Physical Education
Physical Education
Physical Education
Physical Education
Physical Education
Physical Educ & Biol
Physical Education
Physical Education
Physical Education
Physical Education
Physical Education
Physical Education
Physical Education
Physical Education
Physical Education
Physical Education
Physical Education
Physical Education
Physical Education
Physical Education
BioI & Ath Coach
Spanish
None
English
Athletic Coaching
Biology
Athletic Coaching
Hlth Ed & Ath Coach
Athletic Coaching
Athletic Coaching
Athletic Coaching
Athletic Coaching
None
None
None
None
Athletic Coaching
Biology
English
Biology & Ath Coach
Health Education
Health Education
Athletic Coaching
Health Education
None
Athletic Coaching
None
Home Economics
None
~ealth Education
None
None
Athletic Coaching
None
Psychology
PE
PE
PE
PE
PE
PE
PE
PE
PE
PE
PE
PE
PE
PE
PE
PE
PE
PE
PE
PE
PE
PE
PE
PE
PE
PE
PE
PE
PE
PE
PE
PE
PE
PE
PE
55
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Bachelor of Science in Physical Education
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Charles Ernest Sanchez
Dana Bruce Shelley
Michael Sutton Smith
William Lorenzo Tapia
Ronald Lee Trammell
Richard Eugene Wetzel
Major
physical Education
Physical Education
Physical Education
Physical Education
Physical Education
physical Education
Minor
Athletic Coaching
BioI & Ath Coach
Biology
Biology
Biology
Athletic Coaching
Curric-
PE
PE
PE
PE
PE
PE
Bachelor of Arts in Recreation
Sharon Louise Brewer
Claudia Gail Hendricks
Susan Jeanne Humphreys
Deedra Jane Johnston
John Matthew Kedzielawa
Linda Jane Lawlis
Cynthia Ann Martinez
Linda Susan Misanko
Nedra Jo Smith
Shaun Robert Webb
Recreation
Recreation
Recreation
Recreation
Recreation
Recreation
Recreation
Recreation
Recreation
Recreation
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
Recrea
Recrea
Recrea
Recrea
Recrea
Recrea
Recrea
Recrea
Recrea
Recrea
Bachelor of Science in Industrial Arts Education
.-
Frank Duran, Jr. Industrial Arts None Sec Ed eHoward Garth Eldridge Industrial Arts None Sec Ed
Andrew Lee Fuller Industrial Arts None Sec Ed
William Craig Ginn Industrial Arts Special Education Sec Ed
David Lee Hale Industrial Arts None Sec Ed
Robert Andrew Johnson Industrial Arts Psychology Sec Ed
Gerald Roland Silva Industrial Arts None Sec Ed
Delman Leroy Thompson Industrial Arts None Sec Ed
Russell Charles Wade Industrial Arts None Sec Ed
Bachelor of Music Education
Helen Edmonds
John Ronald Williams
Music Education
Music Education
None
None
Mus Ed
Mus Ed
~sociate of Arts in Education (Elementary)
David Lopez
Janice Everett Carroll
Veronica Antonia Olguin
Sara Lopez de Ramos
Dolores Duffer
Cecilia Trujillo Garcia
Maria del Rosario Gelb
Marleen Pierce Harris
Prospe'ctive Gandi'd~t~s for Degrees, 1972 Spring
COLLEGE OF FINE ARTS
Bachelor of Arts in Fine Arts
Major
Page 16 56
Craig Bert Allen
Sharon Lee Ayers
Edward Joseph Berry
Baldwin Gwynne Burr, Jr.
John Hallett Clark IV
Abigail Dean Curtis
William J.B. Forsyth
Barbara Sue Hauser
John J. Hennessy
Stanton Reed Hirsch
Donald W. Jinks
Robin Malone
Karin Constance McCabe
Leslie Ellen Meyer
Arthur Michael Moyano
Mindy Nancarrow
Richard William Padilla
Margaret Reidy
Deborah Anne Savage
John Carlton Strand, Jr.
Leslie AfteFeW Spiftele
Richard Philip Umbrage
Nancy Weiss
Mary Kathleen Ziems
Lee Patrick Affholter
Frederick Joseph Ambrogi
Mary Kathryn Bratun
Joan Brott
William Leo Burns
Barbara Jo Cekosh
Gail Chris Corondoni
Bruce Reed Didier
Mary Kathryn Dornacker
Thomas Drummond, Jr.
Steven Floyd Engdahl
Sandra Holt Eversole
David Earl Ferro
Tom Cole Fletcher
Gloria Jean Meleo Foster
Mary Catherine Fredenburgh
~Aiel Nark Frieberg
Carl Ridhard Fullmer
Douglas Lee Gallagher
Marc Alan Giaccardo
Art Studio
Drama
Art Studio
Art Studio
Art Studio
Art Studio
Art Studio
Art Studio
Art Studio
Art Studio
Art History
Art History
Art Studio
Art Studio
Art Studio
Art Studio
Art Studio
Art Education
Art History
Art Studio
91i'i1ma
Drama
Art History
Drama
Bachelor of Fine Arts
Architecture
Architecture
Art
Art
Architecture
Architecture
Art
Art
Art
Architecture
Art Studio
Art
Architecture
Architecture
Art
Art
Architecture
Architecture
Architecture
Prospective Candidates for Degrees, 1972 Spring·
Bachelor of Fine Arts
Catherine Mitchell Gordon
Ann LaRue Harper
Samuel F. Hepford
Sue Ellen Hettmansperger
Wayne Bruce Holland
Peter Joseph Hultzen
Terrence Gene Jarecki
Mary Martha Jourdan
Gerald Howard Karmele
Jonathan Kaufman
Joseph Stewart Keehner, Jr.
Catherine Kirkwood
Frans Klinkenberg Bruce Charles Krause
Stanley Ray-Kruse----
Richarl Kalsman Levy
@Michael Ray Lorenz
Elizabeth Thomas McIlvaine
Jonathon Moffett Mary Caroline Montano
Miho NiemoiTei·
Corlett Marion Orr.
Norman Cecil Pacheco
Ronald Luther Peters
James Taemas Pl'iee
-Garl Martia Reea
Richard J. Rockman
Linda Michele Roekstroh
Floyd Rubi
Suzanne Foster Seger '
Cynthia Sue Bruce Seis
Frederic Murray Shwiller
Michael Joseph Smith
Carl Eric Stoehr
Carder Vaughn
Susan Jane Warder
~a¥id Weataermaa
Susan Lee York
Page 17
Major
Drama
Art
Art
Art
Architecture
Architecture
Art
Art €s\!eaeien
Architecture
Architecture
Architecture
Art
Dram~ ..•. _Art
Architecture
Art
Architecture
Art
Architec~~~__, Music
Art
Architecture
Architecture
Architecture
Qrama
.'\rehiteehlE'e
Drama
Art
Architecture
Art
Art
Art
Architecture
Architecture
Drama
Art
."'..rehiteet1:lre
Art
Kenneth Lee Capshaw
Judith Eileen Felsen
Joyce Ann Milne
Margery Hahn Rigsby
Rita Angel
Robert Counselman
Ricnard Ar.thur Davies
Gary Georze Elton
Lois Barbara Fisher
Sarah Evelyn Lawrence
Bachelor of Music Education
Marvin Lee Rohovec
James Luther Stearns
Christine Stoumbis
Bachelor of Music
I~regory Paul Mathews
Alan William Schmitz
Dana Lee Geren Schmitz
~Elizabeth Major Sikelianos
Pleas Edward Sublette
Christina Maureen Tryk
@Retroactive to December 22, 1971.
%cum laude in Music
¢magna cum laude in Music
,Prospective Candidates foi Degrees, 1972 Spring
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS AND ADMINISTRATIVE SCIENCES
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Bachelor of Business Administration . I
,e e
Concentration
Gary Lee Aanenson Accounting
Clifford John Archer General BusilE ss
Terry Lee Ashcraft Industrial Administration
Samuel Leonard Baca . Accounting
David Scott Bagby III Accounting
Perry Miller Baird Accounting
John Leroy Baker Finance
Daniel H. Barth Accounting
John William Brown Industrial Administration
Perry Preston Bryant, Jr. Industrial Administration
Stephen Michael Buck Marketing
Jerry Lynn Buckner Industrial Administration
Alejandro Bustamante Industrial Administration
Dona Anne Butts Industrial Administration
Robert Harvey Carmichael General Business
Charles Louis Carpenter III Marketing
John Allen Chapela General Business
Michael Armando Chavez General Business
John Stefan Cheshire Marketing
Martin Alexander Clifton IV Industrial Administration
William Lucas Crump ,Jr. Accounting
Roy Howard Davis Industrial Administration
Roderick L. Deaguero Industrial Administration
e Susan Frances Demarest Industrial AdministrationRichard Arnold Dodson Industrial Adminis trati0l).
Raymond Walter Edmonds Marketing
Robert Harold Ellis Industrial Administration
Charles Leo Engel Industrial Administration
Thomas Hix Farris Industr~al Adm & Finance
Thomas Addison Flanigan, Jr. Marketing
John Lloyd Fletcher Industrial Administration
Lawrence Lee Frank Finance
Andrew Jacob Freilinger, Jr. Marketing
Kenneth Fuertsch Industrial Administration
Frank Gallegos Accounting
Juanita Gail Gallegos Marketing
Richard Phil Gallegos Finance
Robert N. Garcia Marketing
Victor Garcia Industrial Administration
William B. Garrison Marketing
Patrick Frederic Glennon Industrial Administration
Estlando Carrion Gomez Finance
Stephen Wayne Hacker Industrial Administration
Donald Lee Hanosh Marketing
Stanley Wayne Harris Industrial Administration
Ken L. Hofmockel Accounting
59..
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Bachelor of Business Administration
Russell Wayne Honsinger
Rudolph Peter Hopp
Holly Evon Hudson
Martin Dale Hughes
Louis Fred Huning
Alan Ivaner
David Wayne Jessen
Michael David Jones
Max Wayne Kilman
Wallace W. Kunzman, Jr.
Marsha Susan Lee
Thomas Burton Leonard, Jr.
Thomas Doyle Leslie
Frank James Margareila
Billie Alene Brown McDaniel
Edwin Michael McGuinness
Don Wynn McLeod
Karl D. Metzgar
Miguel Armando Mirabal
Wallace Raymond Mitcham II
Tobias Allisandro Montoya
Mahn Kil Moon
Robert Martin Murphy
Nancy May Newman
Timothy Michael Padilla
Victor M. Padilla
Steven Page
James Lewis Patterson
Tobias Martin Perea
~ric Bettin Phillips
Gary Lee Plake
Robert Byron Pomepo
Benjamin Alloysius Prinkey
William Edward Pruett
Clyde Bates Railsback
John O'Connor Rees
Kenneth Wylie Robinson
Robert Eugene Robles
Michael S. Roeder
Ben Angelo Romero
Joseph Austin Ruggles
Arnold Taft Schwyzer
John Frederick Shepherd
Robert Kenneth Shrode
Victor Frank Silva
Bennie Albert Sisk
Michael Ian Spitz
Kirk D. Stahlman
John L. Stanfield, Jr.
Gail Mosher Stearns
Page 19
Concentration
Industrial Administration
Finance
Marketing
Accounting
Finance
Industrial Administration
Accounting
Accounting
Industrial Administration
Industrial Administration
Marketing
Acct & Finance
Industrial Administration ~
General Business
Accounting
Industrial Administration
Industrial Administration
Industrial Administration
Accounting
Industrial Administration
Industrial Administration
Accounting
Accounting
Accounting
Industrial Administration
Accounting
Industrial Ad~nistration
Marketing
Finance
Marketing
Acct & Finance
Marketing
Industrial Administration
Marketing
Industrial Administration
General Business
Accounting
Industrial Administration
Accounting
Industrial Administration
Accounting
Finance
~ Industrial Administration
Industrial Administration
Industrial Administration
Marketing & Ind Admin
Accounting
Accounting
M;\rketing
Accounting
60
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B'achelor of .Business Administration
Kenneth Szyndel
Clifton B. Tanner
Trent Neal Tyler
Danny Foustin Varela
Daniel Alfonso Vigil
Douglas Harry Wales
Harvey Lee Webb
Charles L. Williams
Scott Evans Wilson
Herman LeRoy Wolf
Eulanda Darius Wyckoff
Billie John Zoucha
Concentration
Industrial Administration
Marketing
Acco.unting
Finance
Industrial Administration
Industrial Administration
Industrial Administration
Industrial Administration
Accounting
Finance
Marketing
Ge~eral Business
COLLEGE OF PHARMACY
Bachelor of Science in Pharmacy
Leopoldo F. Lopez
Marvin Leon Madnick
Gail Winifred McSweeny
George Dennis Milligan
'Michael Bruce Pederson
Donald Clinton Peters
Eddie Orlando Romero
Cynthia Renee Smith
Robert Jay Stevens
Clifford Eldon Thornton
Albert Anthony Valdez
Daniel Glenn Valverde
Rudolph Louis Vigil
Leslie George West
Pressly Dean Wright
Paul Arellano
Robert Dean Biggs
Linda Benning Buckalew
Jeffrey Peter Campbell
Patricia Ann Brack Cantwell
Donald Lee Cooper
Ronald Eugene Costales
Gary Michael Felicetti
Jerry Wayne Glenn
Johnny Lynn Goad
Robert Steven Graham
Patrick Andrew Griego
Louis Joseph Herrera
Patrick Dian Kelley
Thomas Francis Keryk
Ronald Kenji Kikuchi
Michael Gladue Kullas
Bachelor of Science in Dental Hygiene
Evelyn Susan King
Associate of Science in Dental Hygiene
Sally Barnes Jasko
Sarah Lee Bowsher
Joan Rosary Briggs
Diana Lee Brent
Susan K. Conniff
Pamela V. Corazzi
Cynthia Ann Dardis
Karen Cecilia Doxey
Joyce Eileen Foerster
Doris Doreen Goedde
Cynthia Mae Hightower
Connie J. Huntington
Jan Kathleen Jacobson
Dana Lynn Krattinger
Janet Wynne McCanna
Norma Jean Miera
Patricia Nollenberger
Mary Lee Propps
Dawn Ellen Radan
Maureen Suzanna Reed
Patricia Lynn Roberts
Mellicent Wauters
Dorothy Ann Wilson
Prospective Candidates for Degrees) 1972 Spring
COLLEGE OF NURSING
Bachelor of Science in Nursing
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Sally Patricia Jones Adams
Rita Rhae Anglese
Myrna Katherine Beattie
Lucy Ann Bradley
Linda Jean Candy
Dorothy Marie Cousins
Katherine Norah Duncan
Lily-Scott Formato
Nancy Lee Montoya Frazier
Elma McBride Frieberg
Bernie Joy Ferdig Gabaldon
Sandra Boyce Gibbs
Mary Elizabeth Calhoun Glover
Rhoda Leah Gutierrez '
Jacqueline A. Hiltz
Barbara Mary Hodock
Kaylene Roberta Koski Kaiser
Linda Ann Kelly
Linda Noreen Kroker
Wilma Beth Kull
Linda Danek Lawhorn
\
\
\
\
Lillie Esther LetE
Catherine Jan Lovelace
Dorothy Diane Lowance
Karla Jean Ludi
Gloria Olivia Martinez
Susan Anne Murdoch
Geraldine Janice Nez
Jacalyn Benita Peck
Judith Espinosa Pierce
Judith Eileen Prince Radohl
Mary Kay Radoslovich
Antonia Virginia Reyes
Barbara Ann Schenkel
Cynthia Ruth Selleck
Kathryn L. Swickard
Shirley Louise Sylvester
Mary Agnes Vigil
Sharon Elizabeth Wenzel
Marlene Champie White
Christi Lee Williams
Dennis Wayne Abbott
Mary Ann Abeyta
Duncan Joseph Ackley
Charles Edward Adair
StORe i1dam&
Walter Henry Adams
Jo Anne Altrichter
Robert Udden Anderson
Charles W. Andrews) Jr.
Michael David Arken
Connie Grace Ashman
William John Aston
Charles Anthony Atencio
Lon Michael Ayers
William Lloyd Bader
Dennis Wayne Barker '
Frederic Basil-Torres
David Alan Bealmear
Larry Burton Bell
Margaret Holte Bell
Robert Lynn Benko
Uilliam G. Beaaett, Jr.
John Reed Benziger
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE
Bachelor of University Studies
Stephen Richard Bice
Andrea Mehas Biggs
Janet Pearce Bloom
Loretto Lee Brady
Robert Stephen Branham
L. Joyce Malone Briscoe
Bruce Joseph Bronson
Charlotte Brown
J. Michael Brown
Stephea Brewa
David Charles Buckland
Gregory Frederick Buckley
Harry Joe Burchfield
Thomas Joseph Burchfield
Grady William Burton
Linda Claire Busby
Lawrence Christopher Buxton
Daniel Camillo
Daniel Paul campbell
Don Michael Campbell
Paul Nathaniel Carnes, Jr.
Carol Leigh Carpenter
Frederic Stephen Carpenter
·e
~
Prospective Candidates for Degrees, 1972 Spring
Bachelor of University Studies
Gee~g8 ~. Ga~~eRte~
John Philip Cashman
George Leonard Castle
Paul M. Cawley
Horace Samuel Chavez
Julia Ziegler Chavez
Michael David Chavez
Albert P. Cheng
Judith Ann Chiba
Roy Joe Clark
Grady Ross Clifton
Stephen Edward Coester
Fayne Gaylan Coffman, Jr.
Steven Thomas Collins
Thomas Francis Connaughton, Jr.
James J. Coombs
JaRlee Gall G~alg
Richard Stewart Cramer
Lura Janis Crays
James K. Culbertson
John Francis Cullinan
James Calvin Davidson
Daniel E. Davis
Cynthia Ann Day
Vicente De La Cruz, Jr.
Rosalie DeLuca
Denise Marie Devalle
Charles Leon Dixon, Jr.
Peter Fabian Dodds III
KatA199A i. QQAQrty
Daven D. Dollahon
Ronnie J. Dunham
Patrick McCabe Dwyer
Christa E. Eckhardt
Kurt William Ehlert
Susan Lynn Elliott
Samuel Paul Emanuel
Tobias Alonso Espinosa
Bryan Lee .Euler
Richard Roger Fairbanks
Michael Robert Faulkner
Charles William Feil III
Jackson Kirk Felsman
Richard Jay Ferber
Rosalie Diane Ferguson
Stuart Harry Fessinger
Evelyn Jean Fincham
Niel Wilmot Fishback
George M. Fitzgerald
Reggie Alan Fletcher
Page 22
B~iaR Ress Fle~a
Michael Paige Forman
Sherman Hall Formhals
Karen Ruth Franchini
Herman Charles Fredenberg
Jerry Wa~ter Frederick
Stephen Richard Friberg
Tommy Richard Fulgham
John Norbert Gabaldon
Elizabeth June Gage
Anthony David Gagliardi
David Allan Gagnon
Margaret Copeland Galloway
Elfego Garcia
Donald Michael Gibson
Rebecca Bogart Ginn
Kirk Edward Gittings
Patrick McCleery Glazier
Eric Scott Glover
Edward T. Gonzales
Glotia Ann Gonzales
Thomas George Gonzales
Michael Dale Goodroe
James P.B. Graebner
Carla Kay Mercer Graham
Thomas Wayne Grannemann
Jeffrey Robert Greer
Thomas Dillard Griffin
Mary Jane Gabaldon Grover
Ronald Guillemette
Austin Bruce Gunsel
Stephen Hammel
Wayne Harvill Hamner
James Scott Hancock
Kent Gjessing Hansen
Margaret Ann Harvey
Catherine Hayes
Arthur M. Hayman
Mark Hurst Henderson
Janice Eve Latvala Hensolt
James Herbert Hester, Jr.
Gar y Lee Hi 11
Louise Andra W. Hills
Donna Raye Hines
Janet E. Hoelzel
Mary Fran Hoffman
Robert William Hohner
Sharon Ann Housewright
David Bruce Hoverson
LeRoy Herman Huenefeld III
.63
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Bachelor of University Studies
Timothy Norbert Hunter
James Edward Huston
Cecil Robert Irvin
Joan McCann-Jackson
Shelton Ray Jackson
Lynn Esther Jennings
Paula Beverly Johnson
Sam William Johnson
Robert Perrin Jones) Jr.
William Leon Jones
Margo Reno Juarez
@Robert Juarez
Lauren Kahn
Gary Dee Kaiser
Jonathan Russ Kaplan
Peter Alan Katel
&Q~tA RQ8LQald &ei8te~
~:~: ~~n~~l~:~~y AlextlnJer;;;sl~ 1<:111Erw~n John Klink) Jr.
Carl Tore Knos
Bruce Robert Kohl
Alan Karl Konrad
Julius Michael Koziol) Jr.
Gail NSFFa&Aa ~ess
Richard Eric Kuhn
Sharon Joyce Larson
Mark Andrew Lautman
Sylvia Elaine Law
Arthur Michael Lawrence
Susan K. Lechner
Barbara Frieda Lehman
Barbara Gail Leland
David L. Levin
John Francis Lewis
Jean Carzoo Linn
Juanita Maria Busot Long
Lynn Ann Longfield
Vidalita Lovato
Stanley Andres Lucero
John C. MacGUl1vray... ·
James Hancock Maddox
Richard D. Malcomson
Catherine J. Marmon
William Jackson McBrayer
Linda Marie McGiboney
James Calvin McKinley
Charles Milo McLeod
Gladys Rogers MacPherson
John Norton McSorley
walter H. Mendenhall
Jeanne Mentschikof£
Patricia Madge Metzler
Dennis Ward Mewshaw
@Retroactive to December 22) 197.1
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Colleen McCormick Miller
Jean Fraser Miller
Mark Alfred Minuti
Gregory Raymond Montgomery
Michael G. Montoya
Michael Glenn Montroy
Robert Oldham Moore
Barbara E. Morrison
Beverly Hasleton Mortensen
William Joseph Moye
Karen Claiborne Mulkey
Gary Damian Muscarella
Laurence Naef
Augius John Narbutas
Martin Anthony Nassif
Annis D. Nelson
Stefani W. Nervig
Deborah Rose Neuman
Amy Lynne Nevitt
Keith Richard Oas
Grace Caroline 6hl
John Stewart Okie
Tony Joseph Oliva
William Edward O'Neil
Donald L. oschwald, Jr.
Charles Edmund Pacheco
Feliz Packard
David Keith Parker
Joseph Parra
Stephen Miller Patrick
ABB MaFie PeteFs8B
Lars S. Pettersson
James Robert Piatt
Michael Ray Pickard
Charles Armand Pineda
Rita Antonette Pino
Robert Hill Poling
Stephen Marshall Potter
Pamela Dawn Powell
Larry Richard Pruden
Susan Antoinette Puccetti
Robert Frank Puma
Eddie Robert Reed
Ronald William Rhinehart
Gerald Bruce Richardson
Wayne Michael Riddle
David Lee Rigsby
Curtis William Roberts
James Rogers
Martha Louise ROWley
John Theodore Rundles
Liberante John/Russo
Jane Elin Nelson Sackett
Carol Ann Salisbury
Prospective Candidates for D~grees, 1972 Spring
Bachelor of University Studies
Louis 8.anchez
Patricia MarieSanchez
Phyllis Jean Sanders
Johnnina C. Santiago
Pete Alex Santistevan
Andrew John Scalese
Donald Mark Schimmel
S~efAea R. SeAfteieer
Jeanne Ann Schutt
Phillip Andrew Scott
Daniel Herman Sedillo
Craig Martin Sedore
Jose E.E. Sena
Joseph Willis Shaw
Robert Joseph Sheehan
Thomas Leffingwell Shipman, Jr.
John Siegwein
Theresa Foley Sleight
John H. Smelser
David George Smith
Peggy Jean Snodgrass
John G. Stapleton
Thomas Whitney Stevens
Thomas Stine
John Robert Stoker, Jr.
Sarah Allison Stuart
J'l:lsy M. S~'l:lee8
Kathlyn Sullivan
James M. Surber
Deborah Swartz
Frank J. Swinehart
Gretchen Taylor
James Robert Tearnan
Charles William Tears
Bruce Craig Thomas
Robert Douglas Thomson
June Toledo
Donna Jean Trimpe
Daniel R. Trujillo
TAemas Q. T'l:lr~eft~iae
Alfred Joseph Valdez
Jesus Valencia
Marla Fay Vallucci
David Albert Wagnon
Sarah Ann Walker
Frank Wezly Walsh
Phillip L. Watterberg
Albert Nelson Webb
Deborah E. Welch
Page 24
John Joseph Barton Wesbrook
@Madelyn Westlake
William Walter White
Cheryl Jean Whitford
Linda Elizabeth Wicks
Robert Verne Wiggins
Donna Mary Wiley
Barbara Ann Williamson
Laura Lee Willmarth
'Paul Al tmar Wilson
Charles Joseph Woodbury
Lance Alan Woodworth
Kenneth Yonemoto
Sandra Lee Broman Yost
Karla Ann Zlotkowski
Associate' of Arts in
Human Services
Frances Lujan Blea
Teresa Taylor
@Retroactive to December 22,
1971.
6.4
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SCHOOL OF LAW
Juris Doctor
Donald Allan Adams
John Wynn Anderson
Raymond Ronald Baca
John Anthony Bannerman
Graden Willis Beal
James Ronald Beam
John Robert Bergstrom
Chester A. Bowerman
Sarah McCoy Bradley
Stephen Bridgforth
Robert C~ Brown
Thomas Kyle Campbell II
Samuel Harry Carnes
William Frazer Carr
Michael James Conway
Michael Louis Danoff
James Mitchell Dines
Joan Wolowicz Ellis
George Henry Farrah III
Randolph Bolen Felker
William Parker Gralow
Michael Lee Gregory
Mariclaire Hale
Robert Thomas Hartley
Robert Lewis Hilton
David Lee Hoglund
William Henry Hyde, Jr.
Calvin James Hyer, Jr.
Gary Mark Jeffreys
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
Doctor of Medicine
Harold William Adkison
Eddie Gayle Benge
Gaither Daniel Bynum, Jr.
John Andrew Cameron
Joyce Ann Carnes
Timothy W. Carte
William Joseph Dean
Alonzo John Drummond, Jr.
Jay Mitchell Feder
Carol Frances Fellows
Francis Andrew Gaffney
Presnall Glenn Gibbs
Henry Edward Golembesky
Robert Fielding Green
William Geoffrey Henderson
Barry Louis Horowitz
, .
Page 25
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Wayne Allen Jordon
Kathleen Dianne Katz
James Nedwed King
Gerald Allen Lewis
Finlay Scott MacGillivray
David Eugene Martin
Bobby M. Mayfield
Mark Barry McFeeley
James Norton Menzel
William Reid Murphey
Charles Joseph Noya
Nancy Mills Riley
Richard S. Robinson
William James Rosdil
V. Henry"Rothschild III
Owen Melvin Russell
Alexander Waldemar Samofal
Osley Bird Saunooke, Jr.
Steven Harvey Schiff
Robert Hayes Scott
Ronald Jeffrey Segel
Charles Arthur Shaw
'Thomas Breece Stribling III
Joseph Edward svoboda
Lester Kent Taylor
Roland H. Tovar
Harry Alva Tucker, Jr.
Dorothy Bowers Wagar
Delbert Eugene Wells
Alan Curtis Johnson
Patricia Ann Josephson
Linda Charlotte Larson
Henry Cushing Louderbough
Virgil Otis McCollum III
Barbara Anne McDougal
Warren Douglas McKelvy
John David Moorehouse
Andrew William Moyce
William Allan Odegard
Stanley Lopez Padilla
Ronald Lynn Pennington
James David Ratcliffe
R~becca Reyes
Charles Augustus Riley
Raymond Sanchez
Prospective Candidates for Degrees, 1972 Spring
Doctor of Medicine
Joseph Steven Schwarting
Michael J. Schwartz
Bruce Bryson Storrs
Randall Stanford Sword
.William David Todd
GRADUATE SCHOOL
Master of Arts
John Gintaras Adomonis
Albert Louis Aguayo
Eduardo Antonio Ahumada
Don Edward Alberts
Rudolfo Alfonso Anaya
Christopher John Ancliffe
Ronald Phillip Archibeck
Susan Mary Arwood
Emmanuel David Atencio
Alberto L.Avila "
Cengiz Aysun
Nina Romero Baca
Patricia Randol Baggett
Carl Edward Baldwin
Eugene Leo. Ballweber
Francesca Estrada Banuelos
SaaeFa Ha~, Bass
Kanani Richard Bell
Dolores Coppel Bogard
John Thomas Brady
Patricia O'Rourke Braly
Maria Morello Brandes
Emilio Burgos
Timothy John Burns
Marino Bustamante A.
Nazario Carrillo
Charles Converse Carson
George Edward Carver
Emiromel Castillo Torres
Camilo Castro
David Randall Chase
Barbara Remedios Chavez
uvaldo Samuel Chavez
Mary Zaremba Childs
William Thomas Cooper, Jr.
Paul Leonard Cooperstein
Linka Lelia Corbin
Wallace R. Cronk, Jr.
KaEaleeR NeleR Speyeh
Susan Milly Davenport
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Edith Todd Umland
Matthew James Walsh
Alfred Preston West
Wandal William Winn
Major
Philosophy
Guidance
Educational Administration
History
Guidance
Art
History
Guidance
Special Education
Philosophy
Economics
Elementary Education
Special Education
Secondary Education
Guidance
Elementary Education
ARthrepelegy
Art
Art
Philosophy
Art
Elementary Education
Guidance
Mathematics
Guidance
Guidance
Mathematics
Mathematics
Educational Administration
Educational Administration
Recreation
Guidance
Guidance
Special Education
Educational Administration
Philosophy
Secondary Education
Art
ERglisR.
Mathematics
66
67
•
Prospective Candidates for Degrees, 1972 Spring
·Master of Arts
David Ford David
Doris N. Williams Davis
Lawrence Morton Davis
'Marie Alexander Davis
. LaVonne Z. DeHainaut
Hector Delgado-Marrero
Carl William Dellinger
Javier Diaz
Deryl Emil Dick
Geraldine Rivera Dirks
Gary D. D I Lamater
Jerome Charles Dominguez
Luis Alfonso Duque Monsalve
JoAnn Tapia Eastham
Lawrence John Elwood
Richard Julio Enriquez
Andrea H. Frieder
Edwin Allen Gailbreath, Jr.
Fidel Herman Gallegos
Manuel Antonio Gallegos, Jr.
cF-lanrlS'to=6a'rced
J. Placido Garcia, Jr.
John Patrick Gasparich
Jose Augusto Gil Sepulveda
Gordon Mark Gillies
Thelma Anne Giomi
Eduardo T. Gonzales
Marilyn Lang Gordon
Philip Allen Gross
T. Weber Greiser
Patience P. Groman
Christina Candelaria Gutierrez
Gregory Allen Gwash
Valerie Helene Hall
Leonard Patrick Hanemann
Maribelle Lammers Hardwick
Edith Holiday Harte
Shel'e, 50y Beata Ha~eeek
Andrea West Hecht
Rebecca Alice Hernandez
Gerald L. Holcomb
Joseph MacKenzie Holmes
Richard Joseph Horner, Sr.
Judith Marlin Hough
Linda D~rlene House·
Francisco Antonio Huertas
Larry Raymond Hughes
Robert William Hunter
Judith Harrison Inman
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Major
Special Education
Elementary Education
Guidance
English
Special Education'
Spanish
Guidance
Guidance
Elementary Education
Elementary Education'
Secondary Education
Speech
Guidance
Educational Foundations
English
Guidance
Anthropol.ogy
Guidance
Guidance
Special Education
Hist9i1i'Y
Secondary Education
Economics
Educational Adndnistration
Latin American Studies
Psychology
Special Education
Mathematics
Guidance
Anthropology
Secondary Education
French
History
Anthropology
International Affairs
Art Education
Latin American Studies
R:eGreati9R
Art
Guidance
Spanish
Latin American Studies
History
Speech
Mathematics
Educational Administration
Secondary Education
Elementary Education
Special Education
•
English
History
Guidance
Guidance
Elementary Educa~ion
Educational Administration
Educational Administration
Mathematics
Guidance
English
Elementary Educati,Qn
Educational Administration
Special Educati on
Economics
Major
Art
Guidance
Guidance
Special Education
Special Education"
Sociology
Elementary Education
History
Elementary Education
AnthropoJ.ogy
Secondary Education
Elementary Education
Guidance
Art Education
Mathematics
Art
Art Education
Educational Foundations
Special Education
Speech
Political Science - /
Elementary Education -~~dni5h
GAUidha_n_c_e...,l,........... -J· /5er..· £);.If:_
nt rppoogy
Guidance
Special Education
Sociology
Special Education
History
Speech
Elementary Education
Speech
Guidance
Art
History.
SgGi.glQBY
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Pros pect i ve Candidates' for ,Degrees, 1972 Spri ng
" , Master of Arts
Valerie Ann Fratt Ivers
Joseph H. Jaramillo
Ricardo Jimenez
Nancy Lynn Jewell Joseph
Paulette Trum Kaufman
Jean Houtz Kearns
Patricia Sherer Kelliher
Malcolm Hall Kenyon
Roy Douglas Key
Timothy L. Kimball
Betty P. Kitchen
Patricia Bowen Kite
Ronald Michael Knights
Nancy Walter Krenz
Russell Vernon Lenth
Louise Miller Lewis
Mary Lynne Perry Lewis
Emi 1y Shaw Lies
Pamela Rodney Lincoln
Jeanelle Susan Livingston
Daniel Heraldo Lopez 1 I L
Erleen Annabel Lopez Je-I;'y., [Jpe4£
Joseph Leroy Lopez . £/5ti fVtA. {LIJ(J~/lj
Charles King Lumpkin, Jr. I . J
Jean Gingles Lycan
Linda Phyllis Maher
Joshua Makau Maingi
Shirley Chrisman Mares
Sheran Nord Marron
Eileen Marie Martin
Maxine Chavez Martinez
Muriel Janis Meilicke Martinez
Roberto Martinez
William Jay Masterson
Gillard Edward Mathys
BeRR~s S~aFles MeBF~de
Nancy Harris McLelland
Herbert Earl Mendenhall
Beatriz Minjares de Lopez
Jane Louise Mitiguy
Jerry B. Monahan
Jose Mario Montes Ramirez
Michael Erik Moore
Christine Anderson Morgan
Julian Emiro Mosquera Mosquera
William Joseph Mowder
Sandra Brown Moyer
Oscar Munoz Orrego
Jennifer Kay Nassif
Judy Ellen Nelson
"',-r~:..~ .: .~
~ ..
,
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Prospective· Candidates for Degrees ,.1972 Spring
Master of Arts
e Loretta Liming Nelson
Mary Sue Herrity Niese
N6el Alex Thoisy Norwick
.~ John Perry Nunes
Joan Thompson Olson
Kathryn Elise Overturf
Kristin Margaret Parrott
Dorothy Rybaczyk Pathak
Donna Jackson Peck
Mumtaz Pehlivanli
Margaret Briggs Peixotto
Hernan Penas
Ralph M. Peralta
Ken Mark Peters
Joanne Grant Petersen
Len Wayne Pickett
John Wayne Pope
Wayne Lanier Pritchard
Claudina I. Quintana-Painevilu
Nelson Quintero
Paula McNeill Quir~
Maria Ramos
~ William Francis Redmond, Jr.
Caroline Hazel Reeves
• j' Richard Anthony Rhodes
d~ Gary Brown Rieder
I D. Pauline Romo Rindone
Mario Rios
Hector Hernando Rivera
James Fredric Roach
Sister Blanca Rosa Rodriguez
Edilberto Rojas Azuero
Eleanor Elizabeth Romero
Donna Rae Rypkema
Angela Gutierrez Salazar
Gilbert Sanchez
tia~~a Fiaser SaaGAQB
Sharon Lee Schauss
Peggy Lee Schneider
-~S8Y iyDA SCAAe1der
Susan Beth Shelley
\ Chrystos Dmitry Siderelis
Rene Suzanne Silleroy
Luis Antonio Sisnero~
Mary Esther Smith
IAlma HOld,er snY,derPeter Sun-Sing SohI ' , .
··Philip Christop~~r Rea~don
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English
Special Education
History
Elementary Education
Art Education
Elementary Education
Latin American Studies
Mathematics
Elementary Education
Economics
Guidance
Educational Administration
Guidance
Educational Foundations
Art
Speech
Educational Foundations
Art Education
Secondary Education
Educational Administration
Art Education
Elementary Education
Special Education
Anthr0I-0logy
Special Education
Art Education
Secondary Education
Educational Administration
Educational Administration
Economics
ilementary Educat~on,
Guidance .
Elementary Education
Elementary Education
Elementary Educati09
Guidance
."'..rlo Hhtery
Special Education
Anthrpology
Spr:Ul:i&A
Guidance
Recreation
Psychology
Mathematics
Spanish
Special Education
Mathematics
Secondary Edu,cation
""
"
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Pros'pective Candidates for Degrees, 1972 "Spring
Master of Arts
Page 30
Major
Hector Solis Guidance
Gary Carl Stein History
Mary B. Stuve Special Education
Katsuei Sueyoshi Political Science
Berta Stroud Swain Elementary Education
Nelmah Dunham Syler Elementary Education
Francisco Antonio Tafur Educational Administration
Boyd Charles Tatum Psychology
Stepaea GlatberQc TQQgier Art
Nepomuceno Torres Educational Administration
Charles Dwight Turpen Economics
Ann Simmons Tyler Educational Foundations
Albert Chainey Umphrey, Jr. Special Education
Lais E. Urrego 'Guidance
Victor Martinez Vaca Guidance
Carter Lee Van Beck Recreation
Edward Vega Art
Eugene George Venable History
Francis Joseph Vokosky Secondary Education
Gregory Mark Wade History
Donna Sprague Wagoner Special Education
A. Ruth Pharris Walcott Secondary Education
Charles Seldon Webb Political Science
Lawrence David Weiss Sociology
-6eor-ge-Pt.'&£le':i:-s=W~..c"'j=-.lj;~r;""" ...EE:..ln.Qg~lL.Jjus:ubl.-_
Earl James Whalen Geography
Mary J. Whalen Elementary Educati on
Clark Anthony Willett French
Ronald A. Williams Special Education
James C. Woods Political Science
Ivan Claude Wright Art Education
Diana Evans Yiannakis Political Science
Jose Gilberto Zamora Educational Administration
Miguel Angel Zarta Alvarez Educational Administration
Helen Wight Zimmerman Guidance
Master of Science
Nancy A. Robinson Andersen
Robert Duane Anesi
Joseph Philip Baca
Robert Eugene Belland
Jerilyn Kaye Britz
Brent Adair Burtschell
John Thomas Cervini
William Safford Chaney) Jr.
Robert Howard Christian
Stanley Gene Coloff
William Wallace Covington
~eftald Wayae Spaig
Biology
Biology
Electrical Engineering
Nuclear Engineering
Physical Education
Mechanical Engineering
Physics
Electrical Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Chemistry
Biology
ilectrical iug1ueeriug
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:. '-Prospective Candidates for Degrees, 1972 Spring
Master of Science
Jack F. Cully
Betty Ann DeWitt
Don William Doak
Jon Anthony Durham
Lyle Eldon Edwards
Ignacio Ramon Ferrin
Oliver Wendell Franklin
Raymond Henderson Gann, Jr.
Tal Stephen Godding
James Maccubbin Hardy
Robert Steven Harkins
Anita Vaye Hill
.William James Johnson, Jr.
Olin Albert Kane
Leo Michael Kelly
Richard William Kline, Jr.
Kenneth George Kling
Brian Jon Kohn
Viron Konstantinidis
Donald Richard Kubek
Tze-Chieng Kuo
Dilip Mathuradas Laijawala
Francine Olivet Lawrence
Walter Edward Lempart
Donald Toby Lopez
Linda Lou Andersen Love
Eric Richard Manley
Robert Cowing Matheson II
Timothy Scott McDonald
Robert Donald McFarland
D. Michael McKeough
Mary Colleen McNamara
Ad! Dhunjishaw Mehta
Robert Wyatt WitQbell
Fredric Thomas Morelle
John Frederick Morgan
John Gerard Mu£ich
Jagdish Naranbhai Patel
JaysAdra Dabyabbai Patel
Ernesto Antonio Perez
Harvey Chenault Phelps
Joe L. Ratigan
Kenneth Orvis Reil
Bruce Donald Reinert
Leslie Robbins
Yvonne C. Rogers
Eugene D. Romo
Germa~ Rueda
WiAstOA Morris SaAford
Dasharatham Sayala
Clifford L. Schroeder, Jr}
..
." ~
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Major
Biology
Biology
Mechanical Engineering
Geology
Mechanical Engineering
Physics
Electrical Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Chemistry
Physics
Electrical Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Physics
Civil Engineering
Physics \
Civil Engineering
Nuclear Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Chemical Engineering
Chemistry
Physical Education..-
Civil Engineering
Geology
Chemistry
Nuclear Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Physical Education
Biology
Mechanical Engineering
EleQtriQal EAsiAeering
Electrical Engineering
Physics
. Electrical Engineering
Nuclear Engineering
Ci,u:l.l EuSiA9sr:i.AS
Civil Engineering
Health Education
Mechanical Engineering
Nuclear Engineering
Civil Engineering
Chemistry
Biology
Health Education
Mechanical Engineering
MeEiieal Seieaee
Geology
Electrical Engineering
Master of Arts in Teaching Business Subjects..,,,W
Prospective Candidates for Degrees. 1971 Spring
Master of Science
G:rege!'y ~4ieftael SefttlIB
Pen-Yuan Shih
Robert Stephen Stinson
Roger Alan Stutz
John Gordon Sutton
6eLald CLaig Swanson
. Billy Byron Taylor
Yi-Suang Tein
Ronald o. Todd
Mary Helene True
Huei Sheng Tung
Sharofl hflfl \lalkel'
Terry Lee Walker
Frederick Manville Watson
Arthur Brent White
James Arthur White
Jon Howard \fight:
Kristen Ragner Williams
David Woltz
Kuang-Hui Wu
Albert Edgard Zune
Master of Music
Andres Gilberta Orellana
Page 32
Major
Biology
Mechanical Engineering
Biology
Electrical Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Chemhtry
Electrical Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Physical Education
Physical Education
Electrical Engineering
Biology
Mechanical Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Biology
Biglogy
Biology
Geology
Electrical Engineering
Chemistry
Kay Gill Shaffer
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William Sapien Robert Wade Zarn
Master of Arts in Teaching Home Economics
Dorothy Ann Achilles Herry
Master of Arts in Teaching English
Patricia Johnson Channon
Michael Lawrence Costello
Jerome Allen Piotkowski
Charles Merriam Sheldon
Master of Arts in Teacing Industrial Subjects
William Allan Vance
Master of Arts in Teaching Mathematics
Sandra Martin Matthews
Kathryn Obergfell McDowell
Muriel Wood Osborn
73
Prospective Candidates for Degrees, 197~ Spring
Master of Arts in Teaching Spanish
Page" 33
~ Michael P. Jogoleff
David Lee Moffett
David Oliver Edgington
Donald Ted Mitchell
Michael Bernard Sullivan
Master of Arts in Teaching Science
Donald Lee Morrison
Harry David Thurlo, Jr.
Master of Business Administration
George Edmund Bennett
Robert Francis Butler
John Russell Cobler
Thomas Patrick Conlon, Jr.
Bonnie Roberta Cunico
Gary Lance Curtis
James Richard Force
Roger Leland Ford
Richard Haffner Fournier
Robert Morris Goodman, Jr.
Ralph Donald Hendrickson, Jr.
Robert James Howatt
Charles Edward Hughes
Mark C. Kalin
Richard Lloyd Lundvall
Donald Angus Mccabe
Mark Lawson Money, Jr.
Charles Roy Prohaska
Theodore Eugene Russell
Randolph E. Sabre
Master of Arts in Public Administration
Donald Melvin Anderson
Thomas Edward Bahan
James Eugene Coleman
Jack L. Dage
David Marion Davies:
Linea Lee BeBerry
Richard Weyland Douglas
Michael Vincent Dunn
William Haynes Fortenberry
Barbara Rose Hewins
Hugo William Hofstadler
Christopher P. Krahling
Carroll Jordan Lee
Robert Francis Lehr, Jr.
Richard Boone Leonard
Jerry R. M&~&agol
Antonio L. Martinez
Thomas Joseph Balestri
William Philip Buckley
Gordon Allan Hall
Master of Architecture
Henry James McDermott
George Stephen Metarelis
Audilio Miranda
Sterling Nichols, Jr.
Larry Kemper O'Dell
Charles Eugene O'Haver
Berylene Blakeley Rogers
Robert Surran
Wendell Dean Vaughn
Daisy Givens Weaver
- Keftfteth \le81 ey
Bruce Donald Weydemeyer
Robert Lee White, Jr.
George Leon Williams
Carol Adamiak Yarnall
Michael B.V. Yohn
George Marr Kirkham
Lyman Frank Richey
Glade Frank Sperry, Jr.
Prospective Candidates for Degrees, 1972 Spring
Master of Fine Arts
Steven Douglas Foster
Harold H. Jones
Doctor of Education
Justin F. Baer
Bernard Herman
James Kay Johnston
Max V. Leavitt
H. Roy McArdle
Frank Frederick Steiner
Thomas W. Swem
Thomas Joseph Venardos, Jr ..
Doctor of Philosophy
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John Matthew Mulvany
Martaa ];)i.\'lSQA Newfield
Major
Curriculum & Instruction
Pupil Personnel Services
Curriculum & Instruction
Pupil Personnel Services
Pupil Personnel Services
Curriculum & Instruction
Pupil Personnel Services
Pupil Personnel Services
.{
Merritt James Aldrich, Jr.
F. Jaime At ellauo
Charles Edward Bacchus
David Frank Beer
Joseph Francis Bertinetti
John Aaron Bird
Kathleen Hayes Branch
Lois Gwendolyn Britt
Richard Vance Browning
jC1aus-Peter Buechmann
\Arthur E. Bukowski
. Gary R. Bunce
,Richard Lee Burroughs
IJ. Philip Castillo
'Alan Michael Chodorow
;Seldon Adolf Daniels
iEdward Wayne Davenport
ICharles Joseph Dorenkott, Jr.
'Frances Eleanor Everett
IThomas Franklin Ezell
,Shirley Fay Fredricks
jRichard Noel Gaines
IMarguerite Monk Gaston
IPatricia McHenry GeuderSamuel Bruce Girgus
\Ijames L. Gonzales
David Michael Grilly
ILorraine Padilla Gutierrez
!Frank Ernest Higgins
;Martha Weidman Hubble
f-€aea 110 Uyea
!J. Heriberto Jaramillo-Paniagua
. Donald George Bruckner
Major
Geology
EeHeatiea: FeHaeatieas af EsysatiQa
Civil Engineering
English
Education: Pupil Personnel Services
Education: Pupil Personnel Services
Psychology
Biology
Mechanical Engineering
English
Mathematics
Mathematics
Geology
Electrical Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Education~ Curriculum & Instruction
Mathematics
History
psychology
Electrical Engineering
History
Guidance
Education: Pupil Personnel Services
Education: Curriculum & Instruction
American Studies
Education:Pupil Personnel Services
Psychology
Education: Curriculum & Instruction
Mathematics
Education: Curriculum & Instruction
EleGtriGal EAgiReeriag
Education: Curriculum & Instruction
Education: Foundations of Education
Prospective Candidates for Degrees, 1972 Spring Page 35
Ibero-American Studies
Education: foundations of Education
Education: Curriculum & Instruction
Philosophy
Education: Administration & Superv.
English
Electrical Engineering
Romance Languages
Mathematics
Civil Engineering
Biology
Education: Curriculum & Instruction
Economics
Chemical Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Biology
Major
Geology
Chemistry
Spanish
Education:Pupil Personnel Services
Education: Foundations of Education
American Studies
English
Education: Pupil Personnel Services
Education; Pupil Personuel Services
History
Anthrpology
Mathematics
English
Philosophy
Ibero-American Studies
Education: Curriculum & Instruction
Education: Pupil Personnel Services
ElectricaL Engineering
Chemistry
Civil Engineeri~g
~-"""",-~....~....--_.~- --~ ..•;--~..
L. Siffere Kessler II
Doctor of Philosophy
Jess Hardy Stone
David Edward Stuart
Lawrence Kirk Tolman
Bruce Henderson Tracy
Janet Clair-Marvel Triplett
Arthur Costas Voudouris
George Wheeler
;Jerry Keith Williams
;Thomas Allen Williamson
!Dean Sylvester Wise, Jr.
,
Richard Benjamin Lehmann
Margretta Lea LeRoy
Richard Morris Levin
Thomas R. Lopez, Jr.
Gary Cook Mahan
Lois Annette Marchino
Edward Eloy Martinez
Rebert Kirkmaa MeMaia
Nick Dean Mills, Jr.
Raymond Paul Murphy
. Teddy B. Palmore
Wilford Noel Paul
Jose A. Perea
Peter James Petersen
Douglas Howard Phillips
James Stone Rambo
Kim Thompson Rawlinson
Lawrence Dean Reaveley
Gerald Leo Rigler
Alberto Sandoval
Gary James Santoni
Samuel Robert Skaggs
Kenneth Wayne Smith
byman Blaine Spe~laiAg
lMaharaj Krishan Wanchoo
.-------.-.--..,.......,.,.~.
..I
.,
"',
HONORARY DEGREES
DOCTOR OF HUMANE LETTERS
France-Vinton Scholes
DOCTOR OF LAWS
Shirley Mount Hufstedler·
DOCTOR OF SCIENCE
Ignacio Tinoco, Jr.
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It was moved by Mr. Wolf, seconded by Mrs. Mapel, that the
foregoing list, including three honorary degree recipients, be
approved for the granting of the appropriate degrees, subject (in
the case of the bachelors and masters) to the satisfactory comple-
tion of academic requirements. Carried. '
* * * * * *
Upon the recommendation of President Heady,
the vice presidents, and Mr. William Bierbaum,
Director of Auxiliaries and Services, it was
moved by Mr'. Roberts, seconded by" Mr. Wolf, that
there be a year's delay in the mandatory retire-
ment of Mr. James Komzak, Bindery Foreman in the
Carried.
* * * * * *
Deferment of Manda-
tory Reuirement for
Mr. Komzak
Printing Plant.
Borrowing of
$500,000 by BCMC
Mr. Horn informed the Regents that three 1971-72 Audit
firms had requ~~ted consideration for appoint-
ment as auditor for the University -- Peat, Marwick,
Mitchell & Co., Squire Reinhart & Co., and Daniel M. Smith & Co.
and that the firm of Denham & Co., which is presently performing
the University's audit, would like to continue. It was noted by
Mr. Perovich that last year's Appropriations Act stipulated that
agencies would change auditors every three years, and while this
stipulation was not in this year's Act, he believed that this.was
still the intent. Mr. Ortega, while emphasizing that there was no
implication of dissatisfaction with the present firm, said that he
believed it wise for any large institution to change auditors from
time to time.
After several questions relative to the actual cost to the
University of shifting auditors and the need for accurate figures
concerning hourly rates from the various firms, Mr. Roberts moved
that Denham & Co. be retained as auditors for at least one more
year. The motion was seconded by Mr. Ortega with the stipulation
that a change be seriously considered for next year, because of the
general desirability of making a change, and Mr. Wolf said that he
wanted a clear understanding that a change would indeed be made for
the next fiscal year. The motion then carried.
* * * * * *
Mr. Ortega, the Regent member of the
Liaison Budget Committee of the Bernalillo
County Medical Center, informed the Regents
that particularly since the opening of the
new wing, and the added expense incurred as a result, there had
been a rather drastic and critical shortage of working capital.
This situation, he said, could not be helped and is the result of
the type of funding, but with no revolving capital fund the Center
is unable to take advantage of discounts when they're available.
with this in mind, he said, the Budget Committee, with the agreement
of the BCMC Administrator, had approved the borrowing of about
$500,000 from a local bank as a solution to the problem.
Mr. Perovich confirmed that there was a poor cash flow, with
some $2,500,000 in accounts receivable that are deemed collectible
and approximately $600-700,000 in accounts payable, and he said
that it was desirable to borrow $500,000 at the present time, on a
three-year basis of return, and establish a sinking fund at the
rate of $10-12,000 per month, th~s money being escrowed to retire
the debt.
It was moved by Mr. Ortega, seconded by Mr. Wolf, 'that the
suggestion of the BCMC' Budget Committee be followed by approving
the borrowing of the $500,000. Carried. Mr. Ort'ega suggested that
a consortium of banks be invited to participate, or at least that
the proposal be made to all banks, so that the best possible rate
and the best possible loan may be obtained.
* * * * * *
Professor Christman and other members of the parking
Faculty policy Committee appeared before the
Regents at the direction of the Faculty to express'
the latter's opposition to paid' parking. In this connection, Pro-
fessor Christman referred to the follpwing' "position statement"
approved by the Faculty at its May 17, 1972, meeting:
I
"It is the recommendation of the Policy Committee that the
Faculty of the University adopt the following statement as
its official position with regard to the recently activated
paid-parking proposal:
The Faculty of the University of New Mexico is strongly
opposed to enforcement of the paid-parking program for the
following reasons:
1. A duly-constituted committee of the university held open
hearings on the paid-parking issue and, as a result of its
deliberations, transmitted a negative recommendation to the
President and the Regents. In spite of this negative recom-
mendation; the Regents approved the program.
2. The present level of fringe benefits at the University of
New Mexico, is at the very best, minimal. The enforcement of
a paid-parking program constitutes a removal of a previously
enj oyed fringe benefit i namely, free parking'. The Faculty
considers this action demeaning and an indication of the direc-
tion which employment benefits will take in the future.
3. The' rates to be charged Faculty, Staff and Students are
excessive and inadequately justified.
4. Assu~ing one paid the necessary parking fee, he still
would not be guaranteed a parking space. •
5. Enforcement of the paid-parking program would, in all
: likelihood, cause a severe parking problem in the areas sur-
rounding the University. The resulting congestion of these
neighborhoods with parked cars would not only be unfair to
-.the residents but would undoubtedly cause dangerous traffic
situations for both vehicles and pedestrians.
6. The successful initiation of such a paid-parking program
utilizing payroll deduct~on sets a dangerous preceden~ by
which the University, in order to alleviate its fiscal prob-
lems, is made c?-pableo,f levying fees on the Students, Staff
and Faculty for previously free services. We do not feel
that one should be financially penalized for a service which
should normally be provided by the University for its employees.
Therefore, the University Faculty will do all in its power_to
oppose the enforcement of this repressive and unfair parking
program. "
The various points outlined in the Position Statement, as well
as others, were then discussed in some detail. Professor Schreyer
distributed a "Salary Review,." -pr.epared by Professor Hufbauer for
the Faculty Compensation Committee, and noted that faculty compen-
sation ~tUNM-isnot keeping ~p ~ith the country as a whole.Rela-
tive to this point, President Heady cited AAUP figures quoted in
"The Chronic;le of Higher Education" which indicated that-in the
matter of average compensation -- salary plus fringe benefits --
for 1971-72, the University of New Mexico 80mpared with the major
state university in 49 states as follows, the 1970-71 percentages
being .shown for comparison~
Pr9fessor
Associate Professor
Assistant Professor
Instructor
1971-72
97.27% of avg.
97.33
98.42
99.90
1970-71
87.4% of avg.
89.39
90.4
.96.21
•
The President ~xplained that the vesting of retirement benefits
after five years was largely responsible for the improvement in
1971-72 over the 1970-71 percentages. He also noted, however,.
that salary increases at the University of New Mexico for the
1971-72 y~ar were well above national averages ..
Another topic for discussion was North CaITlPus parking, and
Professors· P.riola, Scallen, and Anderson expressed the point of
view that communications between the Central and North campuses
had been inadequate and that there had been insufflcient planning
for the special problems of the North Campus.
Further general discussion was concerned with the present and
, 'proposed costs of the parking system; various possible sources of
parking funds; the ecology problem relative to the use of buses; the
unfairness of limiting parking privileges to those who can afford
to pay; the deteriorating status of students relative to such "fringe
benefits" as pa.rking; the s'tatus of teaching assistants vis-a-vis
faculty members relative to parking fees; and the absence 9f any
input thus far relative to viable alternatives to, the present
plan.
Several requests for a year's -- or a semester's -- delay in
implementing the pay-parking system were discussed at some length.
In this connection, the President expressed his opinion that if
the Regents decide they do not want to go ahead with the present
system, to go into effect this fall, they should make such a deci-
sion no later than at the June meeting;, and that if they do decide
to postpone and to look at more alternatives, they should postpone
the matter for a full year so that a parking system could start in
the fall semester.
It was thereupon moved by Mr. Ortega, seconded by Mrs. Mapel,
that the Regents defer any action on the Faculty's petition until
the June meeting of the Board and hopefully try for as much input
as possible in the interim. Carried. Professor Schreyer said
that the policy Committee would try to have something in writing
for the Regents' consideration in advance of the June meeting.
* * * * *, *
Resolution Concerning
Faculty's Action Call-
ing for Impeachment
of President Nixon
Mr. Roberts said that"ih:view,9;f'recent
events on campus he wished to offer the fol-
lowing resolution for adoption:
The Regents emphatically reassert that
the University Faculty is authorized to
act officially only with regard to matters delegated to the
Faculty by the Regents. The Faculty is not empowered to
. take official action on any matter at its discretion, but
should limit its deliberations to questions which clearly
and unmistakably relate to the educational process at the
University of New Mexico.
In order to assure its autonomy and integrity, this,Univer-
sity shall not be an instrument of. partisan p01iti6al action.
The expression of political opinions, ~a:qd, viewpoints' will' be
those of the individual and not of, the University institu-
tionally whether favored by a majority or minority, tends to
substitute partisanship for the continuing search for truth
and in fact has a chilling effect on the search for truth.
(This last paragraph, is quoted from the Regents' "statement
of Policy," page 3.)
Therefore,' the 'Regents concur in the ruling of President
Heady as presiding officer of the Faculty that a motion con-
sidered at the May 9, 1972, meeting o'f the University Faculty
calling for the impeachment of President Nixon was out of
order. The President's ruling was based on the precedent set
by the action of the Regents on August 8, 1970, when it
adopted the "Statement of Policy," ruling unconstitutional a
resolution voted on by the Faculty on May 12, 1970, condemn-
ing and censuring the President of the United States with
regard to the war in Southeast Asia.
•
•t·
Mr. Rober~s' motion to adopt the resolution was seconded by Mr .
Wolf and duly carried.
* * * * *" *
It was moved by Mr. wolf, seconded by Mr.
Roberts, that the following" statement" be adopted
as the position of the Regents:
Resolution Concern-
ing Anti-War
Protests
•
Once again the war in vietnam has become a highly volatile
issue and in recent weeks expressions of prot~st have been
voiced on college and university campuses throughout the
nation. The University of New Mexico has been no exception.
There is at the University, on any given issue, as wide a
range of opinion and conviction as there is in our society
generally., Criticism of and dissent from governmental action
or prevailin"g public opinion are as appropriate for members
of a University community as for other citizens, and the right
,to peaceful, non-violent assembly and demonstration will
always be protected at the University of New Mexico. On the
other side of the coin, however, illegal actions in connection
with expressions of protest will not be condoned nor may the
campus be used as a sanctuary for persons committing illegal
action"s off the campus, whatever their personal justification.
The isolated instances of violence that occurred during last
week are to be deplored.
Analysis of recent happenings on and off the UNM campus in
connection with the anti-war demonstrations makes it clear,
however, that both the demonstrators and those charged with
enforcing the law acted generally with commendable restraint
and in reasonable ways. The march on Friday night, May 12,
was an outstanding example of what can be accomplished in a
community when reasonable people cooperate in good faith.
The motion carried, with Mr. Ortega stating, "so there's no mis-
understanding of the position of the Regents, in resolving as we
have,-that we should -again take note and reemphasize what Wf= also
stated' in our 'istatement of Policy" of August, 197 0, in subparagraph
2 of the preamble: 'First" Amendment rights '" applied in light of
the special characteristics of the school environment,are avail-
able to teachers and students. It can hardly be argued that either
students or teachers shed their constitutiona~rights to freedom of
speech or expression at the schoolhouse gate. '* Freedom of inquiry
and freedom of expression are indispensable elements of a great
university. The freedom to express dissent by lawful means, in-
cluding peacable assembly and the right of petition, is as impor-
tant on a university campus as elsewhere in our society. The
Regents have protected and defended and will continue to protect
and defend the academic freedom of all members of the University
community. The Regents do not seek conformity; they insist,
*Tinker v. Des Moines Community School Dist., 393 U.S. 503, 89 S.ct.
733 (1969)
however, that the expression of dissent be made by legitimate •
means. The exercise of freedom to dissent must not interfere
with the rights of others or with the educational process."
Mr. Ortega continued: "I think we should reiterate that we're
not taking a backward step in this connection and that our reso-
lution is in the light of this earli-er st~tement."
*.* * * * * \
It was moved by Mrs. Mapel,· s.econded
Mr. Ortega~ that the following resolution
ad0pted by the Regents. Carried.
by
be
The Regents have the ultimate consti-
tutional duty and responsibility of
\ the ma~agement and control of the
University. Whenever there is dissa,tisfaction on the part
of any groupwithin'the University community, that group has
the right tbbring that grievance to the attention of the
Regents. This right should be understood by each constit-::
uency of the University. During the· past a~ademic year, no
faculty member or spokesman for the faculty has indicated
to the Regents any particular di$satisfaction with the Uni-
versity Administration. The Regents of the University of
'New Mexico therefore wish at this time to reaffirm their
confidence· in the Administration, of the University.·
Resolution Concerning
Control of the Univer-
sity and Reaffirmation
of Confidence in the
Administration
* * * * * *
Next Meeting It was determined that the next· meeting
would be scheduled in .late June,· if possible.
* *.* * * *
The meeting adjourned at 5:15 p.m.
APPROVED: .
()Jh•.£ ~1---
•
